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1. CHAPTER 1 
 
 INTRODUCTION 
 
 
1.1 BACKGROUND 
Recently the installation of safety monitoring systems at construction sites has become mandatory which 
requires the utilization of advanced technology and IT. This means that the Contractor will have to spend 
a certain amount of his budget costs to cover for safety monitoring and management according to the 
relevant codes/standards and regulations. Although everyone recognizes the importance and requirement 
of safety, the ratio of injuries and fatalities at construction sites has not been significantly reduced in 
Japan (Figure 1.11)) or in other countries (Figure 1.22)). It has been pointed out that the fatalities in the 
construction industry make up approximately 35% of fatalities for all other industries and this trend has 
not changed based on the recent research3). Nakamura4) summarizes that the main reason for that is the 
daily change of working conditions, many categories for construction items and short employment period 
for workers. Kasahara
5)
 analyzed human error which occurs in all industries that leads to accidents and 
those in construction caused serious accidents such as falling from a higher level and/or being hit by a 
machine, etc. Also poor safety planning often leads to catastrophic accidents and as Takagi6) points out 
the importance of safety management activities are paramount to prevent human errors as much as 
possible. Not only in developing countries, but also in developed countries in North America and Europe 
have a similar circumstance. From the above point of view, it can be summarized that there is a greater 
tendency to have a fatal accident in the construction industry than in other types of industries. Therefore, 
the reduction of accidents via the introduction of safety management in the construction industry is a 
more crucial issue than in other industries. 
 
Figure 1.1 Construction investment and fatalities in Japan 
The author was fully involved in the construction of Delhi Metro Project7), which was the first urban 
metro railway transportation system in Delhi to be executed under funding by Japan International 
Cooperation Agency (JICA).  Phase-I of the project was 65km in length and was executed from 1998 to 
2005 and Phase-II of the project was 120km in length and was executed from 2006 to 2010. Under the 
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management of Delhi Metro Rail Corporation (DMRC) and the appointed General Consultant (GC) 
improvements in construction safety practices were developed with the Contractor since the beginning of 
Phase-I project.     
 
Figure 1.2 Fatalities in construction industry at several countries 
Until starting this metro project, there was a total lack of safety concept and an inadequate understanding 
of the importance of safety at construction sites in India. The Delhi Metro project put great emphasis on 
the importance on construction safety and, as a consequence, safety helmets, safety jackets and safety 
shoes were worn by all workers.  
 
Figure 1.3 Construction fatalities on Delhi Metro Phase-I and Phase-II 
Although DMRC had a philosophy to implement safe metro construction practices, the construction 
incidents resulting in fatalities remained high because a tremendous number of the workers were working 
on elevated and underground construction sites. Figure 1.3 shows the number of fatalities at Delhi metro 
construction sites through Phase-I and Phase-II of the projects. Although total fatality numbers are almost 
the same for Phase-I and Phase-II, the frequency of Phase-II fatalities was dramatically reduced from 
Phase-I because the overall length of Phase-II and the work volume was almost double compared with 
Phase-I. The LTIFR (The Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate8)) was used as a safety level indicator which 
is an expression of how many fatal incidents happened over a given period of working time by a 
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standardized number of hours worked. Because the number of construction areas as well as the number of 
workers in Phase-II was double compared with Phase-I, the LTIFR of Phase-II was half of Phase-I and 
therefore the safety level was dramatically improved. However, the construction accidents still remained 
at a considerable level and decisions were made by DMRC to give more public focus and attention to the 
construction site safety requirements. Considering the above, an On-Site Visualization (OSV) monitoring 
system was introduced to DMRC by Prof. Akutagawa, Kobe University in 2009 (Photo 1.1) and a 
number of field studies of OSV monitoring were carried out in Delhi and Bangalore in India from which 
experience of OSV in overseas projects was obtained. 
 
Photo 1.1 OSV introduction to Delhi Metro Railway Corporation by Prof. Akutagawa 
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1.2 PURPOSE AND METHODOLOGY 
Through the history of biology on the Earth, the recognition has fundamental purpose and function on 
their daily lives in order to survive in their world. As a common practice, plants, animals and insects have 
utilized the colored camouflage for their survival and the prosperity of the species (Photo 1.2).  
 
Photo 1.2 Discoloration of Chameleon to surrounding plant9) 
Turning the attention to our daily activities, the colored recognition has a function of information, alarm, 
instruction, entertainment, comfort, etc on so many occasions and we already utilize it for instance with 
traffic signal (Photo 1.3), train operation, uniform of sports and so on.  
 
Photo 1.3 A signal on traffic intersection 
The study of OSV was developed by Professor Akutagawa, Kobe University, Japan in 2006 with the aim 
of the contributing to the safety and comfort of human daily life by the development of visual 
deformation sensors. There are many menaces and potential fatal accidents such as natural disasters, 
construction failure, or accidents on attractions at amusement park etc. In avoidance of these failures and 
accidents, it is important that engineers, workers or citizens are able to see immediately any unusual 
movement, deformation or inclination before an accident occurs.    
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To achieve the above target, OSV devices, a new concept were developed with the basic function of the 
OSV being to show the change of deformation, pressure, inclination, etc. of structures as well as ground 
movement by colored lights, namely blue, yellow and red through light emitting converter and LED lights 
electrically.  
The purpose of this study is to establish the methodology of appropriate site safety monitoring systems 
(function wise and cost wise) based on OSV application in order to prevent near misses and failures at 
construction sites. This approach is especially required for overseas construction projects because the 
attention to the site safety issues is still far less than in other industrial fields due to the difficulty of the 
management compared with other automotive production industries, low salary workers’ attendance to 
the project and budgetary problem of overseas construction project in developing countries.     
In order to achieve the above purpose, it is essential for the effectiveness of safety monitoring system 
based on OSV to be evaluated in adequate terms. In this study, the author proposed and conducted 
rational assessment methods for the effectiveness of safety monitoring systems based on OSV and it was 
adapted to give OSV monitoring scores for past overseas projects which employed OSV monitoring 
systems. In this study, the following goals were pursued. 
The first goal was to review past overseas projects which employed OSV monitoring systems and 
summarize the lessons learnt through the experience of these projects. Through this, the author could 
foresee the ideal project performance in terms of safety monitoring system by OSV. 
The second goal was to establish a proper assessment method to determine the effectiveness of OSV 
safety monitoring. This performance evaluation could then be applied to every construction site for the 
confirmation and evaluation of the site safety levels. 
The last and most challenging goal is to develop and apply a range of OSV devices of various costs to 
achieve a high score for the OSV safety monitoring systems in order to minimize site near misses and 
failures.  We will examine if an OSV monitoring system of a combination system of fewer OSV high end 
and simpler models used widely and scattered is sufficient to fulfill the proper monitoring under the 
limited budgetary site as shown in Figure 1.4.  
 
Figure 1.4 Concept of OSV arrangement at site 
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1.3 ORGANIZATION OF DISSERTATION 
The dissertation is composed of an introduction, five further chapters containing the body of the 
report/study and a concluding chapter, as shown in Figure 1.5. The main chapters are organized in two 
groups. Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 review previous OSV development, current technology and past project 
experiences in Japan as well as overseas. The next three chapters examine assessment of OSV monitoring 
performance quantitatively in order to evaluate the effectiveness of safety monitoring based on OSV. 
Chapter 2 provides a review of the development of OSV since 2006, current status of electric OSV 
devices and its actual application examples on construction projects in Japan. 
Chapter 3 addresses actual OSV experiences on overseas projects, namely Delhi metro project and 
Bangalore metro project utilizing Japan ODA grant schemes. Through the OSV safety monitoring 
experience, many advantages of OSV application such as real time safety information at site, increase in  
safety consciousness of workers and solidity of construction team through unique observation systems are 
confirmed. On the other hand, the issues of OSV application such as the high cost of purchasing OSV 
devices, the necessity of specialists for the installation at site and the necessity of education for the 
workers to enable their understanding of OSV are raised.    
Chapter 4 conducts assessment of safety monitoring performance based on OSV for the evaluation of 
effectiveness of OSV safety monitoring. New rational assessment methods are proposed consisting of 
three indices, namely OSV covered area at site, OSV functionality and OSV visibility as shown in Figure 
1.6. The cost index,  the percentage of the OSV monitoring cost compared with permanent structure 
construction cost is derived to grasp the budgetary impact of OSV monitoring on the project. This rational 
assessment method is applied to past OSV applied overseas projects and OSV performance scores versus 
their cost index which could be shown on an X-Y graph for each project respectively. 
Chapter 5 describes the development of low cost mechanical OSV without the use of electric devices 
because the assessment result of OSV performance in Chapter 4 reveals the problem of the effectiveness 
of OSV safety monitoring due to high cost of OSV devices. In order to confirm the practicality and the 
effectiveness of the application of low cost OSV at actual project, trial installation and observation of low 
cost OSV at an active road project in Vietnam was conducted in Feb 2014. The measurement of ground 
deformation and observation of deterioration and elongation of materials was conducted for three months 
and the practicality and effectiveness of low cost OSV was confirmed through this trial project. 
Chapter 6 examines comparative simulation of OSV performance assuming use of low cost OSV devices 
in past overseas projects. Based on this examination, it is confirmed that the application of low cost OSVs 
could contribute to the effectiveness of OSV safety monitoring, namely increasing the evaluated OSV 
score by the arrangement of low cost OSVs in large numbers without causing budgetary problem.     
Chapter 7 summarizes the findings of the preceding chapters and states conclusions of this study, and 
suggests the future direction of OSV application in the construction field.   
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Figure 1.6 Concept of Effectiveness score (performance score) of OSV safety monitoring 
Figure 1.5 Organization of Chapters  
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2. CHAPTER 2 
 
GENERAL CONCEPT AND CURRENT STATUS OF OSV IN JAPAN 
 
 
2.1 INTRODUCTION OF OSV IN JAPAN 
It is a commonly accepted practice in monitoring schemes for infrastructures that information gathered by 
monitoring devices is stored on a PC and printed later for investigation and reporting purposes. As far as 
visual presentation of the measured data is concerned, it is usually performed on either paper or a PC 
screen. The time required for this data processing has decreased dramatically recently; however, the term 
“real-time” may not be used in the strictest sense, since anything between a few seconds to several hours 
is required to process raw data into visible forms either on the PC screen or as printed material. More 
importantly, one can be informed with the current data for the state of deformation or whatever not where 
the event is happening, but where one can look at the PC screen which could be far away from the site. In 
addition, technical problems associated with data gathering and transmission, or human error in machine 
operation could jeopardize the correct management of the measured information, thus putting workers 
and citizens nearby in endangered positions as the necessary information to them is not transmitted 
properly. It is also the case that the majority of work sites such as dangerous steep slopes or high walls 
seen in construction sites are not monitored at all due to budget constraints. Therefore, most of us are 
exposed to potential dangers with those un-monitored sites as nothing is measured, and therefore, nothing 
about them is known. 
The difference of procedure for conventional monitoring and OSV monitoring is shown in Figure 2.1 and 
it is obvious that conventional monitoring takes various steps to get the information to site engineers and 
workers. On the other hand, OSV system shows the safety condition to the engineers and workers directly 
at site and in real time. This is the salient feature and significant advantage of OSV system especially in 
overseas projects which have so many unskilled workers.  
The use of “Light” as a warning sign has been available for many years. However, the way the warning 
light has been used is somehow limited such that one or a very limited number of light devices are used to 
launch a warning light when pre-determined conditions are met. For  the case of rock fall detection, as an 
example, a wide zone is monitored by a single long rope set at a certain height from the ground such that 
a piece of rock falling at an arbitrary position could be trapped by the rope or give temporary deformation 
to the rope, thus switching on the warning light. This approach could tell us that something has happened. 
But it does not tell us exactly where the rock has fallen, how much deformation had occurred before the 
rock fall, or if there are any similar dangerous locations on the slope and so on. Therefore, it can be said 
that both the quality and the quantity of information that can be gathered and transmitted to us in this 
traditional method, are very limited in many ways. 
A totally new approach designed for infrastructure monitoring utilizing of “light emitting sensors” was 
proposed by Professor S. Akutagawa of Kobe University, Japan, beginning in 2006. For example, a new 
deformation sensor used in this approaches capable of both measuring displacement and showing it by the 
designated color of an LED in real-time. The same concept can be applied for monitoring of strain, 
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inclination, earth pressure, water pressure, temperature, etc. Since these new devices are equipped with a 
light emitting function or used together with the specially designed data converter with light emitting 
capability, the monitored data is translated in real-time into different colored lights which are visually 
identifiable by workers and citizens around the area. In comparison with the traditional method in which 
the monitored data is basically processed by data loggers or PCs, the new method using light emitting 
sensors could lead to establishment of a totally new approach for the safety monitoring of infrastructure. 
The new approach is called “On-Site Visualization”. Akutagawa and his associate member companies 
(general contractors, consultant companies, and manufacturers) have established a research consortium in 
2010 which aims for the development and deployment of effective light emitting sensors and the relevant 
strategies to promote the concept of the OSV in wide engineering disciplines. 
 
 
Figure 2.1 Comparison of Conventional and OSV monitoring 
 
 
2.2 CURRENT STATUS OF ELECTRICS OSV DEVICES AND APPLIED PROJECTS IN 
JAPAN
1)
 
Based on the fundamental development research in 2006 at Kobe University, Akutagawa jointly worked 
with a partner company in the OSV consortium, to manufacture the first model of Light Emitting 
Deformation Sensors, LEDS for short, in 2007. Since that time, the member companies started 
development of various light emitting sensors. Figure 2.2 shows 6 different types of sensors and the 
monitoring items can be listed as follows at normal construction site.  
- Settlement monitoring for ground, buildings, utilities, etc. 
- Inclination monitoring for ground, retaining wall, building and any other structures 
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- Axial/bending force for strut, anchor, etc. 
- Water pressure for ground, slope, etc. 
- Any other pressures such as concrete casting, ground moving, etc. 
The contents and the function of each sensor with measurement accuracy are documented hereafter. 
 
Figure 2.2 Light emitting sensors developed by the OSV group 
 
Light Emitting Deformation Sensor (LEDS)  
The LEDS, probably the first such device in the world, as a deformation sensor with an added function of 
outputting the measurement result by the color of LED, was first developed in 2007 and has been 
modified several times while they have been used in the field tests in tunneling, open excavation in urban 
areas, old cut slopes, etc. The most recent model is designed such that a different color is shown for each 
additional 2mm of deformation so that displacement of between 0 and 2mm lights a dark blue indicator, 
displacement of 2-4mm shows light blue, 4-6mm is green, 6-8mm yellow and 8-10mm red, making the 
total measurable displacement to be 10mm. With an additional attachment device, the stroke can be 
adjusted to measure more or less than 10mm. 
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Light Emitting Deformation Sensor for Rockbolts 
A modified LEDS specially designed for rockbolts has been developed. Up to three relative displacements 
over the length of a rockbolt can be measured and their values shown by LED attached in a box. 
Fundamental laboratory tests were conducted, however, field application has not been performed yet. 
Light Emitting Deformation Sensor for Ground anchors 
A modified LEDS specially designed for ground anchors has been developed. Relative displacement over 
the length of a ground anchor can be measured and their values shown by LED attached in a head cover. 
Fundamental laboratory tests were conducted, but again, field application has not been performed yet. 
Light Emitting Inclination Sensor 
An accelerometer was used as a key sensor to measure inclination which is shown by rotating lamps of 
different colors. The sensor unit is the accelerometer generally used for automobiles. Two of those units 
with a temperature control unit are boxed in a single container that is then connected to the light 
emitting part made of three rotation lamps. These were used during Phase2 of the Delhi metro project in 
India. 
Light Emitting Converter with arbitrary sensor 
The most recent development made by the OSV consortium is a new type of data converter which can log 
data from an arbitrary measurement device and shows the results with the LED attached to it. By using 
this data converter, called Light Emitting Converter (LEC, for short), with a designated sensor (which 
could be for measuring strain, displacement, earth pressure, water pressure, temperature, acid contents, 
etc.), almost anything can be measured and its result shown by the color of LED in real time. It is also 
possible to let an LEC be connected to more than one sensor whereby an additional algorithm written in 
the LEC can process all data coming in from those sensors and identify a maximum datum for showing 
the color of light. 
Laser pointers 
Laser pointers available to anyone are also used as auxiliary light emitting devices. A laser pointer itself is 
not a sensor, but it can be used as a visual tool to show inclination or deformation of a point of 
installation. Simple experiments and a field test have been conducted in Japan and actual application on 
Delhi metro project has been conducted. 
Tables 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 summarize 1) application of LEDS at Kobe University as basic experiments, 2) 
application of LEDS in the field, and 3) application of LEC in the field, respectively. Figure 2.3 shows 
the locations of these activities in Japan2,3,4,5). 
Although the number of light emitting devices used in each of these cases is limited, its effectiveness of 
showing the measurement results in real-time has been confirmed in almost all the cases. By employing 
these sensors, it is expected that rational design of the monitoring scheme for DMRC sites would be 
possible. As far as the cost is concerned, most of the light emitting sensors available in Japan are still in 
their early stage of development and prices are rather high at this moment. However, they would be 
lowered as monitoring by using OSV becomes more popular in Japan and elsewhere. Hearings will be 
conducted as to the past experiences and updated status of the device development from those companies 
involved in the OSV application in Japan. 
 
Use of these new types of sensors requires an optimized solution with regards to 1) locations where the 
sensors are to be installed, 2) the number of sensors to be used, and 3) relationship between the color of 
LED and displacement, for example. Training is necessary for workers and citizens as to how they should 
react to each color in terms of safety control. Therefore, in addition to installing these light emitting 
devices, it becomes very important that an education program about safety under the umbrella of the OSV 
approach and an action manual be made in the course of successful execution of the project. 
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Table 2.1 Experiments conducted at Kobe University using early models 
of LEDS, LEIS and Laser pointers 
 Simulation of landslide  
Student-hand-made LEDSs were used to simulate landslide. Four wood panels 
were prepared to represent moving blocks of the slope while three LEDSs were 
installed with the initial color of white. As one of the panels was moved, the 
induced displacements were picked up by the LEDS, and their color changed from 
white to blue. The very first On Site Visualization experiment by the LEDS was 
made by students. 
 Simulation of rock fall 
A rock net was supported by LEDS so that trapped rocks would pull the net, and 
therefore pull the LEDSs to change their color. Like in this example, LEDSs can 
be used as part of support structures of various forms used in engineering 
applications. 
 
 
 
 Visualization of water flow 
An LEDS was fixed to a structure at one end, and the other end was put in a 
stream of water flow. As the flow speed increases, the tension in the LEDS 
increases enabling real-time representation of flow speed as the color of LEDS. A 
similar practice would make it possible to visualize wind by the LEDS. 
 
 
 
 Watching scaffold at a construction site 
Scaffold structures are generally used at most construction sites. Materials used 
vary nation by nation. In this example, steel pipes are used as main structural 
elements of the scaffold which was covered by wind breaking sheets. Four LEDSs 
were used to monitor any unexpected movement of the scaffold structure to 
visualize the safety condition of the construction site. 
 
 
 Watching structural damages during earthquake 
In the event of an earthquake, LEDSs installed on any structure can perform as 
real-time deformation viewers during the quake and automatic structural damage 
viewers when the quake shock finishes. As judging danger level of the buildings 
in an earthquake hit urban area is a very demanding in terms of man power and 
time the LEDSs can be used as automatic damage viewers. 
 
 
 
Monitoring soil wall failure by Light Emitting Inclination Sensor  
Light Emitting Inclination Sensors initially hand-made by students were used to 
visualize soil wall failure. Heavy rain or earthquake causes damages in various 
forms to residential areas. In this experiment, several LEIS were installed before 
the soil wall was intentionally damaged. After the damage, only the LEIS in the 
damaged zone were lit up showing the zone of sever damage. This type of 
application shows the use of light emitting sensors during natural disasters can 
help identify the area of damage quickly and make rescue operations more 
effective. 
 
Visualizing bridge inclination by Laser beams  
Laser pointers were used as alternative Light Emitting Sensors. As a laser pointer 
can be fixed to the selected point of a structure, the subsequent movement or 
inclination of that particular point can be visualized as a shift of the laser beam 
spot on a screen properly set up at a distance. Installation and visualization of a 
laser pointer is relatively simple and this method is recommended to be used at 
night as you get the maximum visibility of the laser beam spot. 
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Table 2.2 Examples of field application of LEDS 
 
Safety monitoring at an open cut excavation site 
Safety monitoring was performed at a late stage of a tunnel construction site. The 
tunnel was constructed by a cut and cover method and the LEDSs were mounted 
between the retaining wall and steel columns to monitor what they call 
“unexpected small displacement”.  While a worker loosened one of the strut 
beams, the closely positioned LEDSs changed their colors showing to everyone 
around that the movement occurred just by a small amount within an assured 
range of safety. 
 
 
Monitoring an old shotcreted slope  
An old shotcreted high slope was chosen as a test case to install LEDSs for the 
first time in field. Four LEDSs were installed, each measuring displacement 
between two points approximately 5m apart. As the site was by a national 
roadway with substantial traffic, lighting up of LEDS was only allowed during 
limited time in the evening. However, the visibility of the LEDSs installed in the 
range of 100m or more was excellent. This was a good example to demonstrate 
how the use of LEDS could help maintenance works since the safety over a wide 
area can be check by one sight. 
 
Monitoring tunnel convergence (Hokkaido) 
LEDSs having a 1m long light emitting part were used to monitor extra 
convergence displacement of a tunnel in which soft and squeezing ground 
conditions were observed occasionally. LEDSs were installed on its side wall to 
ensure the further displacement after extra reinforcement of shotcrete was 
confined to its minimum level. 
 
 
 
 
Monitoring of a high slope at a tunnel portal 
Stability of a high slope just outside of a tunnel portal was monitored by two 
LEDSs. To ensure additional visibility of the LEDS, an optional LED unit cabled 
from the original sensor was hung on the side wall of the tunnel entrance.  
 
 
 
 
 
 Safety monitoring during a repair work 
Part of a concrete lining was damaged due probably to environmental factors such 
as underground water or aging concrete. To ensure safety during repair work of 
the damaged section, LEDSs were installed to visualize deformation during the 
work involving some drilling into the damaged rock mass. 
 
 
 
Tunnel loading experiment 
A scaled down experiment was conducted to load a concrete tunnel lining to its 
final state. While oil jacks gave loading to the lining, three LEDSs were mounted 
to monitor deformation during the test.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Monitoring a reinforced soil wall during road tunnel construction 
An LEDS was installed between the reinforced soil wall and a steel column to 
ensure the construction works nearby did not affect the reinforced ground. As this 
site was right in the middle of a heavily populated area with a large amount of 
traffic in Tokyo, the maximum care had to be paid to achieve safety throughout 
the construction just beneath the road. 
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Monitoring a landside near a lake 
An identified zone of landslide near a dam lake was monitored by an LEDS and a 
laser pointer. This was necessary to ensure safety during casting concrete for 
reinforcement piles to be constructed to stop landslide displacement.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Watching temporary structures during bridge construction 
Several LEDSs were mounted on a temporary structure used during bridge 
construction. A set of cables suspended from the bridge was used as the temporary 
structure for which the safety monitoring was performed by using the LEDSs. The 
LEDSs were used to measure axial force of the main cables during construction. 
 
 
 
 
Safety monitoring of a wood structure  
Repairing and maintenance works had to be performed for one of the old facilities 
near a power generation plant. A wood frame that had to support a cable to be 
suspended over a distance of 400m was monitored by 4 LEDSs. A specially 
designed optional LED board was prepared so that a machine operator was able to 
have a good view at 4 LED units. 
 
 
 
 
LEDS for rockbolts 
The modified LEDS for rockbolts was developed and tested in a lab. In this 
example, three relative displacements were measured from one rockbolt and their 
colors were shown in the LED unit box outside the rock mass. Further cost 
reduction and simplification of the device is awaited for field application. 
 
 
 
 LEDS for ground anchors 
The modified LEDS for ground anchors was developed and tested in a lab. 
Generally, estimation of axial force of a ground anchor requires use of an oil jack 
and several men, and it is a costly practice. Once the newly developed LEDS for a 
ground anchor is installed, its axial force in usual condition or after heavy rain, 
earthquake, etc. can be simply visualized by the color of LED attached on its cap. 
 
 
 
 
Table 2.3 Application of LEC 
 
Visualizing pressure of fresh concrete for tunnel lining 
A portion of a NATM tunnel had to be heavily reinforced in the concrete lining. 
To ensure and visualize how fresh concrete is poured into the steel form through 
re-bars reaching to far corners, LECs were used jointly with pressure sensors so 
that a confirmation could be visually identified when the fresh concrete reached 
the pre-installed pressure sensors at the far corners in the form.  
 
 
 Checking safety during tunneling under special conditions 
A NATM tunnel had to be constructed with an overburden of only 30cm due to 
the constraints of the project. After the top thin layer was completed as a 
reinforced concrete structure sitting on reinforced ground, the tunnel was driven 
while allowing daily traffic above. Three displacement sensors were used with 
LECs to make sure that the traffic load during tunnel construction was within the 
expected range and the tunnel structure remained safe. 
 
光る変位計
両端固定
ターンバックル
（初期変位を調整）
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Checking axial forces in ground anchors 
Some movement was observed on a slope near a highway construction site. To 
stop its movement, additional anchors were installed while the monitoring axial 
forces in the existing anchors. 
 
 
 
 
 Checking temperature and moisture 
Temperature and moisture were visualized during a concrete curing process. To 
optimize moisture and temperature during the concrete aging process. LECs were 
used together with moisture and temperature sensors. Workers were able to use 
visualized information to control their work. 
 
 
 
 
Checking acid content in underground water 
Water quality can also be monitored by OSV. Injection for soil reinforcement uses 
materials with various chemical ingredients. A pH sensor can be connected to 
LEC to monitor and show the acid content of underground water. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.3 Locations of the laboratory experiments and field applications using light emitting sensors 
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3. CHAPTER 3 
 
OSV APPLICATION ON OVERSEAS PROJECTS 
 
 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
As described in Chapter 2, the OSV monitoring method employing electric devices such as the Light 
Emitting Deformation Sensor (LEDS
1)
), the Light Emitting Converter (LEC), the Light Emitting 
Inclination Sensor (LEIS), the Single Observation Point method (SOP) and so on, have been applied at 
more than 50 locations in Japan and two projects overseas, namely on Delhi Metro and another one on 
Bangalore Metro utilizing Japanese technical assistance scheme. 
In this Chapter, OSV application on overseas construction projects, namely AIIMS station and Okhla 
Bridge in Delhi Metro project and Cricket stadium station in Bangalore Metro project are introduced. The 
activities at both projects include OSV monitoring and several safety management activities such as 
safety induction talk with OSV, emergency evacuation drill with OSV and questionnaire survey for the 
evaluation of effectiveness of OSV. 
The three projects applied more than 30 OSV devices with electric power utilization for 6 to 12 months 
during the critical construction stage. These are the first time experiences world widely for such massive 
number of On-Site Visualization tools applied at actual construction site. Many lessons learned were 
obtained through the projects in terms of effectiveness to the engineers and workers, function of devices, 
costs and durability of devices and so on.   
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3.2 OSV APPLICATION AT AIIMS STATION ON DELHI METRO PROJECT2) 
3.2.1  OSV devices and site arrangement  
A special project, Special Assistance for Project Implementation (SAPI2)) under JICA funding was 
conducted to investigate the effectiveness of applying OSV for safety monitoring at Delhi Metro 
construction sites3,4) (Figure 3.1) from March to September in 2010. The objective was to conduct the 
new monitoring by OSV and to execute safety management with OSV monitoring to raise the safety 
awareness of workers and residents at the construction site. 
 
 
Figure 3.1 Route map for Delhi Metro Phase I and Phase II 
Figure 3.2 shows the site conditions at the AIIMS station and the south west entrance construction site 
was chosen as a candidate site for OSV monitoring. The installation of retaining walls, namely soldier 
piles and timber lagging, excavation work of about 10m depth, installation of struts to support the 
excavated walls and other related works were carried out in the construction area. Additionally, the 
construction area was located near an existing nurse’s hostel and a public road. The monitored data were 
processed immediately and lights with respective colors (usually blue colors for a safe condition and red 
color for a dangerous condition) were visible to those at or near the site. 
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Figure 3.2 OSV Monitoring portion at AIIMS excavation site 
Table 3.1, Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 show the list of OSV sensors and actual installation locations and 
detail condition at the AIIMS excavation site.  
Table 3.1 List of OSV sensors at the initial installation 
OSV device 
Data to 
measure 
Number Installation 
Strain sensor with LEC (SS) Axial force 3 Strut beam 
Inclination sensor with LEC (IS) Inclination 8 
Solider pile, Boundary wall, 
Nurse’s hostel 
Laser Pointer Inclination 4 Nurse’s hostel 
LEDS (Light emitting deformation sensor) Deformation 5 Between two wall sides 
 
 
Figure 3.3 Monitoring by OSV at the AIIMS excavation site 
 
 
 
  
(Excavation length: 45m) 
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In addition to inclination, four laser pointer units were also installed on the wall on the roof top of the 
nurse’s hostel building to double check the inclination by an alternate method. The laser pointer holder 
was fixed to the base attachment unit and the beam was projected onto a white board set at 43m from the 
roof top, as shown in Figure 3.5. 
The views of the AIIMS site monitored by OSV at night time are shown in Figure 3.6. The lights of the 
sensors were visible from the street. Not only workers and engineers at the site but also the residents in 
the neighborhood and passers-by could watch the OSV monitoring. The view of OSV color in daytime 
becomes difficult to recognize because of strong direct sun light. 
 
Figure 3.4  Installation condition of OSV sensors at AIIMS excavation site 
 
             
(a) Inclination sensor and laser pointer on the roof top of Nurse’s Hostel 
LEC 
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(b) Laser pointer installation (c) Laser beam projection screen 
Figure 3.5 Inclination sensor and laser pointer attached to the roof top 
  
Figure 3.6 View of the AIIMS site monitored by OSV at night time 
 
3.2.2  Principles for OSV color schemes 
There could be several different schemes for setting colors under the time lag between OSV installation 
and construction progress. The color scheme-1 in Figure 3.7 is for monitoring TOTAL quantity of data, 
provided that light emitting devices are installed before construction starts. The first three colors are 
associated with the first, second and third 33% of MAX (the expected maximum value of data). The 
fourth color, yellow, is associated with the data band of 100% up to 110% of MAX. The fifth color, red, is 
assigned for data beyond 110% of MAX. The color scheme-2 is to be used when light emitting devices 
are installed in the middle of construction. Since the measurement misses the unmonitored portion of data 
D0, the indices specified in the control software have to be set with care. The color scheme-3 is for 
monitoring INCREMENTAL quantities provided that the devices are installed in the middle of 
construction. Assuming that D0 (missed quantity) and MAX are both known, five colors could be 
assigned to cover the data range of MAX-I = (MAX-D0) and beyond. The color scheme-4 is for 
monitoring a STABLE STATE. There could be a situation in which all stages of construction are finished 
and there should be no more change in monitored quantity. However, if there is a need to confirm that 
there is NO change occurring, devices could be installed at a late stage. Preferred colors and their ranges 
can be defined by the choice of users as described in the above 4 color schemes. 
 
Table 3.2 summarizes the monitoring targets at the AIIMS excavation site, types and numbers of sensors 
to be used and the provisional color schemes with allowable values to be employed are selected in 
consultation with the Contractor’s engineers.  
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Figure 3.7  Principles for OSV color scheme 
 
Table 3.2 Allowable monitoring values and provisional color schemes 
Target Sensors Color scheme 
Retaining wall 
(Soldier pile & 
timber lagging) 
Maximum 
allowable closure 
for retaining wall 
Dmax 
4 LEDSs  
Note: Maximum allowable displacement at top 
side of retaining wall calculated from 
retaining wall analysis. Note that wall top 
closure is contracting, but the LEDS must be 
installed so that they sense elongation. 
 
Soldier pile: 
Maximum 
allowable 
inclination for 
soldier pile Imax 
 
3 Inclination sensors with LEC 
Note: In trial computation conducted for 
Green Park station, which is a similar 
excavation site, the maximum inclination at 
the top of the retaining walls was 
approximately 0.26 degrees. This is within the 
measurement range for the inclination sensor 
to be used. 
 
Beam strut: 
Maximum 
allowable axial 
force for beam strut 
Fmax 
3 Strain sensors with LEC 
Note: H-beam size is UC 305x305 and 
Allowable axial force is 1535 kN taking in 
account partial buckling. 
 
Maximum allowable displacement between two 
top sides of retaining wall, downscaled by displacement
adjustment unit. Note that wall top closure is contraction,
but LEDS must be installed so that it takes elongation 
displacement.
1.10× Dmax:RW
0.25× Dmax:RW
0.50× Dmax:RW
0.75× Dmax:RW
Maximum allowable closure 
for retaining wall
Dmax:RW (=50mm)
1.10×Imax:SP
0.25×Imax:SP
0.50×Imax:SP
0.75×Imax:SP
Maximum allowable inclination 
for soldier pile
Imax:SP (=10/1000  or 0.573 degre )
1.10× Fmax:BS
0.25× Fmax:BS
0.50× Fmax:BS
0.75× Fmax:BS
Maximum allowable axial force 
for beam strut
Fmax:BS ( * kN)=1535 kN) 
15 m ) 
(  4.5/1000 r .26 degre )     
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Target Sensors Color scheme 
Boundary wall: 
Maximum 
allowable 
inclination for 
boundary wall Imax 
 
 
2 Inclination sensors with LEC 
Note: the building inclination of 0.9/1000 is 
adopted based on the Indian building code. 
 
Nurse’s hostel: 
Maximum 
allowable 
inclination for 
building 
establishment Imax 
3 Inclination sensors with LEC 
Note: the building inclination of 0.9/1000 is 
adopted based on the Indian building code. 
 
Nurse’s hostel roof 4 Laser pointers 
Note: If a laser pointer senses an inclination 
of 0.9/1000, its projected spot shifts by 45mm 
on the board standing 50m from the laser 
pointer. Usually, the inclination of structures 
will be toward the excavated area, therefore, 
the initial position can be at the top of the 
board. 
 
 
3.2.3 Measurement result 
Strut forces supporting a retaining wall: Figure 3.8 shows the measured strut forces for 3 strut beams 
recorded for the first 3 weeks. Because excavation work was on going, an increase in force was recorded 
in the graph. Fluctuation of the force, primarily due to temperature, is greater for Strut-1 compared to 
Strut-3. In addition, the peak value is attained at around 14:00 hrs. for Strut-1(SS1), whereas the peak 
comes at around 200kN for Strut-1. This indicates that the temperature effect on the welded assembly of 
steel beams is fairly complex. 
 
 
Figure 3.8 Strut forces in first three week with Strain sensor detail 
Maximum allowable inclination : BLD@50m
0.9/1000  or 0.0516 degree for laser pointer
presentation = 45mm
0.75×BLD@50m
0.5×BLD@50m
0.25×BLD@50m
Initial position
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Figure 3.9 shows the records of Strut forces over the entire project period for Strut-1 to 3. Since the most 
of the area around the AIIMS station is covered by hard ground of Delhi silt, it seems that little ground 
deformation during the excavation has occurred. As far as the magnitude of the force is concerned, it did 
not reach the first threshold value, and the LEC color remained blue throughout the period for Strut-1 
(SS1). The force in Strut-2 (SS2) had a similar trend to that of Strut-1 up to April 30th. The jump on that 
day coincides with the chipping of the pre-cast portion of the station structure conducted near one end of 
Strut-2. The following fluctuation is believed to be associated with those activities followed to the end of 
the monitoring period. Because of this, the LEC color went from blue to cyan. 
 
Figure 3.9 Strut forces over the entire project period for Strut-1 to 3 
Inclination of Soldier pile: Figure 3.10 shows the inclination of the soldier pile for the first three weeks. 
The unit for the vertical axis (angle) is given by minutes of angle (1 degree = 60 minutes of angle). The 
magnitude of the fluctuation is about the same for Inclination Sensor-1 (IS1) and 3 (IS3); however, it is 
much greater for Inclination Sensor-2 (IS2). There was no apparent reason for this and the exact cause for 
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this still remains unknown. Figure 3.11 shows the record for IS1 to IS3 of the soldier pile for the entire 
period. The IS1 and IS3 showed small variation in its trend besides the daily fluctuation. It can be said 
that these two positions remained stable through the entire monitoring period. The IS2 of the retaining 
wall had very large fluctuation at the beginning, but that disappeared gradually after the first 20days. The 
magnitude of daily fluctuation remained at around 10 minutes of angle except for the jump occurred 
around May 14th. The cause of this large fluctuation is unclear at present. 
 
Figure 3.10 Inclination of soldier pile for first three weeks (unit: minute of angle) 
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Figure 3.11 Inclination of soldier pile over the entire period (unit: minute of angle) 
Closure of the two wall sides: Out of 5 LEDSs monitoring, only 1 LEDS above Strut-2 had a data logging 
function and Figure 3.12 shows the record for the closure of the two wall sides monitored by LEDS for 
the first one week. There was 2 to 3mm fluctuation daily due to a temperature effect. As you can see from 
Figure 3.12 (b), there are many disconnected points in the graph. All of these points reflect wire cut 
accidents due to material handling and/or crane operation. When the wire was cut, the LEC color went 
red. In each of these incidents, a routine procedure was taken so that the work could be resumed after 
confirming the red color was caused by a wire cut accident and not by large wall closure displacement. 
The actual deflection of the retaining walls was very nominal because of good soil condition and when 
necessary, the LEC showing red color was covered to avoid confusion among the workers.  
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Figure 3.12 Closure of the two wall sides (LEDS) (unit: mm) 
Inclination of the boundary wall: Figure 3.13 shows the record of inclination Sensor-4 (IS4) of the 
boundary wall for the first week and for the entire project period. Inclination Sensor-5 (IS5) had a 
technical problem with the device and OSV monitoring could not be continued. The data for IS4 showed 
a constant trend of increase toward the excavated area. Because of this, the LEC color moved from blue, 
through cyan, green and up to yellow.  
Inclination of the nurse’s hostel: Figure 3.14 shows the inclination of Inclination Sensor-6 (IS6) installed 
on the roof top of the nurse’s hostel for the first week. Inclination Sensor-7 (IS7) and 8 (IS8) had 
technical problems with the installation and there was no data obtained for this period.  
Figure 3.15 shows the inclination of Inclination Sensor-6 (IS6) to 8 (IS8) for the entire period and there 
seems to be a regular daily fluctuation due to temperature as seen for all the other instruments. As far as 
the magnitude is concerned, IS8 seems to have a larger fluctuation than IS6, which may have been due to 
a slight difference in the condition (number of cracks, their direction and so on) in the low concrete wall 
on the roof top on which the instruments were anchored. 
Laser beam projection with a beam travel distance of 43m was conducted as auxiliary inclination 
monitoring especially during the night. As the IS6 to IS8 indicate that there was little or almost no 
inclination to the nurse’s hostel, apart from daily temperature effect, the projected laser beam spots did 
not move. 
(a) First one week 
(b) Entire project period 
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Figure 3.13 Inclination of IS4 for at the boundary wall (unit: minute of angle) 
 
Figure 3.14 Inclination of IS6 on the roof top of nurse’s hostel for first week (unit: minute) 
 
3.2.4 Safety management activities with OSV 
(1) Application of OSV for safety management 
OSV monitoring could become a very good tool for Contractor’s safety management systems because all 
engineers and workers can observe the safety condition on-site, in real-time and visually. The OSV team 
was organized with personnel from among DMRC, GC and the Contractor for the execution of safety 
management with OSV. The objectives of that are to; 
- Make OSV monitoring an effective part of the safety activities, 
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Figure 3.15   Inclination of IS6, IS7 and IS8 on the roof top of the nurse’s hostel over the entire period (unit: minute of angle) 
- Improve safety awareness both for Contractor’s site engineers, workers and citizens to build an 
advanced safe working environment, and 
- Improve the safety control techniques through the execution of OSV monitoring. 
Based on the above objectives, the following activities were selected for the execution of safety 
management activities with OSV at the AIIMS excavation site; 
- Safety OSV induction talk to Contractor’s site engineers, workers and citizens, 
- Daily site walk through and inspection with OSV, 
- Emergency evacuation drill with OSV towards site workers. 
In the Contractor’s Method Statement for the AIIMS excavation site, the above activities were specified 
with detailed required procedures.  
(2) Execution of safety management activities with OSV 
a) OSV Safety induction talk 
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OSV monitoring and its related safety activities are new to the Contractor’s site engineers, workers and 
the citizens. The presentation and discussion of OSV Safety induction (see Photo 3.1 (a)) were conducted 
for the Contractor’s engineers to deepen their understanding of OSV. A safety induction talk was 
presented for all workers and OSV Safety information was given to residents in the adjacent building 
(nurse’s hostel) and citizens on Aurobindo Marg road (see Photo 3.1 (b) and (c)) as shown in Table 3.3 
respectively.  The site action plan was “Keep working” if the colors are blue, cyan or green, “Report to 
the safety manager and confirm the next action” if the color changes to yellow and “Keep clear (run 
away)” if the color changes to red. The safety induction talk was conducted inviting all site staffs and the 
OSV Safety Plan was explained using the notice board as shown in Photo 3.1(b). 
Table 3.3 The Items discussed/explained at the safety induction talk 
Safety induction talk to Discussed/explained items 
Contractor’s site engineers 
- The objectives of executing monitoring by OSV 
- Contents of OSV devices 
- Site arrangement of OSV monitoring 
- Threshold values of OSV monitoring 
- Action plan for color changes 
Workers 
- The colors showing the movement of ground and structures; 
- Action plan for color changes  
- Safe locations were identified under the evacuation stage at the site and 
were pointed out by the Contractor’s safety officer.  
Residents in the adjacent 
building 
- Notice of OSV monitoring on the board at the Dining Hall in the Nurse’s 
hostel 
- OSV Safety induction talk by the OSV team 
- OSV information cards were given to all residents 
 
 
(a) Presentation of OSV safety induction to Contractor’s site engineers 
  
(b) OSV Safety induction talk to workers 
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(c) Safety induction talk to Nurse hostel residents & a notice board of OSV monitoring on Aurobindo road 
Photo 3.1 Presentation of OSV safety induction 
Usually no information is given to site workers as to site monitoring issues, the role of the report for color 
changes or detailed action for evacuation. Therefore, these new activities had a great effect for uplifting 
safety consciousness and improvement of safety techniques for the Contractor’s site engineers and 
workers. In addition to the above activities, the citizens could appreciate the safety procedures and 
conditions at the site. The nurses were very interested to be made aware of the structural condition of their 
hostel and what kind of action is required in case colors emitted from the sensors changed at the site. 
Through this induction talk, the citizens understood that they could obtain confirmation regarding the 
safety of their hostel and road by OSV monitoring. 
 
Figure 3.16 OSV check sheet for daily site walk through and inspection 
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b) Daily site walk through and inspection with OSV 
A daily site walk through and inspection with an OSV checklist were conducted with the Contractor’s site 
engineers during the excavation stage at the AIIMS entrance. The contractor’s Inspector makes tick marks 
on an OSV check sheet (see Figure 3.16) to record the color of the site OSV devices. In case of finding 
any change of the color, the inspector shall report the results with possible reasons for the color change. 
Through these activities, 1) improvement of safety awareness was achieved, 2) technical advice by the 
engineer regarding color change was introduced, and 3) team safety spirits were created among the 
Contractor’s site engineers and workers. 
c) Emergency evacuation drill with OSV 
The Contractor has an emergency preparedness plan and it specifies that “The contractor must perform 
emergency refuge training for all workers in the construction site.” According to that,  the evacuation drill 
plan with OSV which is shown in Figure 3.17 was discussed and executed. 
The pictures of the condition before evacuation and after evacuation are represented in Photo 3.2 and all 
workers (about 30 people) could evacuate successfully within 3.5 minutes to the safe place. 
 
 
Figure 3.17 Emergency excavation drill procedure 
  
(a) Before evacuation (b) During evacuation 
Photo 3.2 The condition before evacuation and after evacuation 
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Through the evacuation drill, the observations, 1) The workers had a good understanding of the meaning 
of the color change and the action required, 2) The safety site talk after the evacuation drill was very 
effective to encourage safety awareness and increase safe attitudes.  
 
3.2.5 Questionnaire Survey on Safety management activities with OSV 
(1) The questionnaire survey for the evaluation of OSV effect 
The main objective of this questionnaire survey is to measure the effectiveness of employing OSV 
monitoring for safety management at the AIIMS excavation site by evaluating the following items:  
- Safety awareness and consciousness among various stakeholders during construction.  
- Recognition of OSV and safety issues  
- Effectiveness of OSV techniques  
- Contribution of OSV to the safety activities/management  
- Improvement of safety attitude/consciousness through OSV activities  
To meet the above listed objectives, the scope of the survey has been defined as 1) Identification of 
parameters to evaluate safety consciousness and the OSV system and 2) Preparation of an opinion survey 
Questionnaire based on the identified parameters. The survey was carried out on a random sample basis 
of various stakeholders such as workers, residents of the nurse’s hostel, road users around the site and site 
engineers/officers. The survey covered the workers of day and night shifts at the AIIMS station and day 
shift workers at the Green Park (GP) station (without OSV). As shown in Table 3.4, a total of 277 
samples were collected among various kinds of engineers, workers and stakeholders.  
Table 3.4 The actual number of survey samples 
Location Group Sample Size 
AIIMS excavation site 
Site engineers 33 
Site workers (Day Shift) 87 
Site workers (Night Shift) 31 
Nurse’s hostel adjacent to 
excavation area 
The residents near the construction site 45 
In front of AIIMS hospital gate The road users 47 
Construction site of GP Station 
(No OSV site) 
Site engineers 5 
Site workers (Day Shift) 29 
 
 
 
a) Opinions of Site workers 
From Table 3.5, it can be concluded that almost all the respondents to the opinion survey have 
recommend OSV monitoring methods for other/future metro constructions. The score of uses 
(utilizations) of OSV in construction safety monitoring was quantified on a 4 point measurement scale. 
Day shift and night shift workers at AIIMS scored 3.05. The improvement of safety consciousness by 
introducing OSV has been quantified on a 4 point measurement scale. From the results, it is identified that 
the day shift workers group, scored 3.41 and the night shift workers group scored 3.26. 
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Table 3.5 Opinions of Site Workers about On Site Visualization 
No Parameters of Opinion Survey 
Workers at AIIMS 
Station 
(Day Shift) 
Workers at AIIMS 
Station 
(Night Shift) 
Workers at GP 
Station (No OSV) 
(Day Shift) 
1 
Do you understand the purpose of the 
OSV method? 
 
  
― 
2 
How often did you check in a day? 
(0-1: Never;1-2:Some Times;2-
3:Often;3-4:Very Often) 
Often 
(2.35 out of 4.0) 
Often 
(2.74 out of 4.0) 
― 
3 
Do you think that an accident/incident 
occurred in the past that could have 
been avoided if the site was monitored 
by OSV? 
  
― 
4 
How much has your safety 
consciousness been improved by 
introducing OSV? 
(0-1No Improvement; 
1-2:Fair;2-3:Good;3-4:Very good) 
Very good 
(3.41 out of 4.0) 
Very good 
(3.26 out of 4.0) 
― 
5 
How would you score use of OSV in 
construction safety monitoring? 
(0-1Fair;1-2:Good;2-3:Very Good;3-
4:Great) 
Great 
(3.05 out of 4.0) 
Great 
(3.05 out of 4.0) 
― 
6 
Will you recommend OSV 
monitoring methods for other 
/Future Metro constructions? 
   
 
b)  Opinions of Nurse’s hostel residents and Road users 
Randomly, 45 residents of the nurse’s hostel and 47 road users in front of the AIIMS station have been 
interviewed. According to Table 3.6, it can be identified that 78% of residents are very keen in watching 
the sensor lights installed on top of the building and 82% of the residents that observed the OSV agreed 
that the security has been raised to a high level by installing laser pointers on top of their hostel building 
which is monitored by the OSV method. The feeling of safety was quantified on a 3 point scale and the 
result showed 1.95; which means that the residents felt safer due to the installation of the OSV monitoring 
on the building. It also showed that 45% of the residents are very interested in watching the lights 
installed on top of the hostel building and 79% of the road users that observed the OSV agreed that they 
feel greater security due to the installation of the OSV on top of the hostel building. The feeling of safety 
as a road user near to the AIIMS construction site has been quantified as 2.59 on a 3 point measurement 
scale, which means that they felt very comfortable due to the installation of the OSV monitoring on top of 
the building. 
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Table 3.6  Opinions of Nurse’s hostel residents and Road users about OSV 
N
o 
Parameters of Opinion Survey Nurse hostel residents Road users 
1 
Have you observed the blue light on top of the 
building? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2 
Do you get any sense of security due to this 
OSV? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3 
Can you explain your feeling of safety as a 
resident/pedestrian?  
(0-1:Littele;1-2: Comfortable 2-3:Very 
Comfortable) 
Comfortable 
(1.95 out of 3.0) 
Very Comfortable 
(2.59 out of 3.0) 
4 
How much has your safety consciousness 
improved due to the introduction of OSV? 
(0-1No Improvement; 1-2:Fair; 2-3:Good; 3-
4:Very Good) 
Good 
(2.53 out of 4.0) 
Good 
(2.19 out of 4.0) 
5 
How would you rate use of OSV in 
construction safety monitoring? 
(0-1Fair; 1-2:Good; 2-3:Very Good; 3-:Great) 
Very Good 
(2.2 out of 4.0) 
Very Good 
(2.2 out of 4.0) 
6 
Will you recommend OSV 
monitoring methods for other 
/Future Metro constructions? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
According to the above questionnaire results, the following conclusions were observed. 
- Almost all the respondents to the opinion survey in each category have recommended the OSV 
monitoring methods for other/future Metro constructions. 
- The rating of using OSV in construction safety monitoring was quantified on a 4 point measurement 
scale. The importance of the OSV monitoring was confirmed by high scores in all categories (Site 
Workers (3.1), Engineers/Officers/Scientists (2.8), and Nurse’s hostel residents and Road Users (2.2). 
- The improvement of safety consciousness by introducing OSV has been quantified on a 4 point 
measurement scale. From the results, it is identified that it is about 2.9 for Site Engineers/ Officers/ 
Scientists, 3.3 for the workers group and is about 2.3 for Nurse’s hostel residents and Road users.   
Leather5), Duff 6) and Lingard & Rowlinson 7) see that accidents are caused by environmental factors, 
latent hazards in the nature of construction work and psychological factors owned by the individual 
workers. For environmental factors, the regulations regarding safety helmets, safety jackets and safety 
shoes has been enforced by the contractor under the management of DMRC and GC since the 
construction of Phase-I. Regarding the psychological factors, Langford 8) reported that five factors have 
been identified that influence worker’s attitudes to safety management. These five factors have been 
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termed 1) organizational policy, 2) supervision and equipment management, 3) industry norms, 4) risk 
taking, and 5) management behavior. 
At the AIIMS construction site, safety issues were managed by the DMRC, GC and the Contractor’s site 
manager and it was not easy to share all the safety information among the number of day workers. This 
meant that there might be difficulty in communicating about safety issues between the engineers and 
workers at the site. In fact, during the questionnaire survey, one worker said “this is the first time for us to 
be asked our opinions about safety”. In addition, the previous disorganized orders and instructions on 
safety did not produce success in truly raising safety conditions before the employment of the OSV 
monitoring. Some workers used to execute measurements for checking the site condition without 
knowing the objectives of the survey. These deficiencies may have prevented safety conditions from 
being improved. 
While the OSV monitoring could show the site safety conditions to all people nearby, over 95% of the 
workers understood the purpose of the method because of its comprehensive strategy. Additionally, all 
most all of the site workers at the AIIMS Station and also at the GP station, where 83% of the workers 
answered that current safety measures were enough, recommended the OSV monitoring. It could be said 
that although they were satisfied with the present safety measures, they also confirmed the value of the 
OSV monitoring for future projects. One of the important factors in motivating workers to become safety 
conscious was the knowledge that well organized safety management was in place. The OSV monitoring 
could give information to people instantly and equally, so it would be effective both to facilitate the safety 
procedures and to enrich the safety culture. 
(2) Occurrence of Accidental evacuation by workers 
During the execution of OSV monitoring, the color of the retaining wall deformation sensors changed 
from “Blue” to “Red” not because of actual deformation but because of disturbance of the monitoring 
cable. However the all workers evacuated to a safe place under their own initiative without any 
instruction from the Contractor’s site engineers as shown in Figure 3.18. The safety induction talk which 
was conducted at the beginning of OSV execution specified “Red color” means “get off the site and 
inform the Safety officer” and workers understood and acted based on this instruction voluntarily. This 
incident is evidence of OSV effectiveness for site workers for Improvement of their safety consciousness 
and safety techniques. 
  
(a) Color changed to “Red” (b) After evacuation 
Figure 3.18 The condition of evacuation under OSV color “Red” 
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3.2.6 Conclusions of OSV application at AIIMS station 
The following conclusions were obtained from the first large-scale application of the OSV method for 
monitoring safety conditions at the AIIMS station. 
- The states of deformation, strain, and inclination of retaining walls, strut beams and adjacent 
buildings, were monitored and shown visually by the color of light emitted from the OSV sensors 
installed. This was a new concept for construction sites where the safety condition is visually 
presented to everyone around in real time; namely DMRC, GC, site engineers, workers, the resident 
nearby and even citizens just walking near the site. 
 
- Workers at the site became accustomed to the lights emitted by the sensors, fully aware of what the 
colors meant, knowing how to respond to the change of colors, especially when it turns red. The 
questionnaires conducted towards the end of the project proved that the concept of the OSV for 
improving safety was accepted by all concerned. 
 
- The importance of safety education was confirmed through an incident in which workers evacuated 
voluntarily in response to the red light emitted from an OSV sensor. However the case of LEDS and 
LEC turning red scenario because of wire cut shall be minimized in order to keep the worker’s 
correct attention and motivation as well. It is worthwhile to consider improvement such as the 
selection of OSV device location to avoid wires from being cut, selection of alternative OSV devices 
not to use wires, application of special color to indicate device malfunctioning.   
 
- Points to be improved through further studies were also pointed out. These suggestions are; a) an 
audio output function (warning siren or buzzer) may be added to OSV sensors when necessary, b) 
higher portability of OSV sensors may be preferred for cases in which the area to be monitored is 
changed day by day, and c) simpler mechanical sensors are preferred when more areas are to be 
monitored at a lower cost. 
 
The new safety management strategy tested here in Delhi left a considerable impact on those concerned 
with the project at all levels; namely DMRC, GC, site engineers, workers, the resident nearby and even 
citizens just walking near the site. A new visual element of monitoring techniques was proved to be 
effective to raise safety awareness and improve the quality of safety management practices that were 
compiled as a safety manual for a new generation.mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm      
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3.3 OSV APPLICATION AT OKHLA BRIDGE ON DELHI METRO9) 
3.3.1  Introduction 
An accident during construction of long span bridges would often lead to catastrophic collapse and loss of 
properties and human lives. For example, in the accident of Can Tho Bridge (Cable stay bridge with 
550m center span), 100km south of Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam in 2007, the collapse of supporting 
temporary steel trestles and supporting steel beam together with fresh concrete girder resulted in a 
massive fatal accident with 2 years delay and huge additional cost10).    
 
Photo 3.3 Bridge collapse during construction stage11) 
Long span bridges including suspension bridge, cable stayed bridge and box girder bridge become rigid 
and stable after completion of construction. However the one of salient features of these long span bridges 
is instability during construction stages. Any unbalanced loading caused by dead load, live load, 
structure deformation and ground settlement can lead to catastrophic failure of the total structure. In 
Vietnam, the requirement of loading test for bridge structure and supporting structures are specified in 
Industrial Standard12) and its application became more strict after the above Can Tho Bridge failure. 
After the Great Hanshin Awaji Earthquake in 1995, Japanese safety standard for seismic design of bridge 
was dramatically improved in order to maintain lateral resistance of structure under large earthquake 
during operation stage as well as construction stage13). In India, after encountering bridge accidents at 
construction stage as described below, Delhi Metro Rail Corporation Ltd. (DMRC) improved the design 
procedure for elevated section from the Contractor’s Designer’s design to DMRC’s direct design 
appointed international consultant. In Singapore, after the Nicoll Highway Collapse during metro 
construction, the Land Transport Authority (LTA) strictly applied the “one strut failure” rule into their 
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temporary design, namely providing some redundancy into the design such that failure of any one support 
would not lead to overloading and progressive failure of adjacent members or catastrophic failure during 
construction14).  
Long span bridge on Delhi Metro project: Delhi Metro Phase II, urban mass rapid transit project 
implemented by DMRC, covering 120km stretch from central Delhi to suburb region funded by Japan 
International Cooperation Agency (JICA) has been completed in 201015) just before the Commonwealth 
Games in Delhi. Under a very tight construction schedule, there were two fatal bridge accidents, namely 
collapse of steel launching girder at a viaduct bridge section in 2008 and the collapse of cantilever pier 
cap at a viaduct bridge section in 2009. They became one of the strong reasons that DMRC decided the 
application of a new monitoring scheme under JICA SAPI Project characterized by the use of light 
emitting sensors for the safe construction of long span bridge at Okhla (Okhla bridge). The main 
engineering remarks of Okhla bridge are;  
- The 100m long span bridge over the Northern Railways tracks passing below the bridge.  
- The ‘Balanced Cantilever Construction methodology’ for its construction in order not to hamper the 
railway traffic below applying a bridge builder that constructs the bridge segment by segment at a 
time. 
- The very steep horizontal curvature of bridge with 300m radius and no symmetrical loading of 
bridge segment castings against longitudinal bridge axes.  
- A see-saw condition of bridge loading during segment construction because the connection of girder 
and pier is a pin joint by bearing point.  
- The bridge construction under day and night (24 hours per day) working. 
 
 
Figure 3.19 Plan and Section of Okhla bridge 
The critical behavior of Okhla bridge is a see-saw condition of the girder during segment construction. 
Therefore OSV devices for inclination monitoring, namely Laser Pointer and Light Emitting Inclination 
Sensor (LEIS) were selected for the safety monitoring of Okhla bridge.  
Laser pointer could be an easy-to-handle inclination sensor. For example, a laser pointer that experiences 
rotation of 0.01 degree moves its projected beam spot by 8.7mm on a screen 50m away from the pointer. 
If greater magnification is needed, the screen can be placed further. To assure reliable fixation of a pointer 
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at a given point, the special designed holder unit for each perpendicular direction could be used as shown 
in Figure 3.20. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.20 Laser pointer for inclination monitoring 
 
Light Emitting Inclination Sensor (LEIS) has two acceleration sensors (see Figure 3.21) in the sensor 
box. They are designed to measure inclination angles in XZ plane (θxz) and in YZ plane (θyz), respectively. 
The data of each plane inclination is recorded individually and the safety evaluation is conducted based 
on each directional inclination as follows; 
θmax=SQRT(θxz+θyz) 
The maximum gradient computed from them is calculated and compared with pre-defined trigger values 
to determine the corresponding three colors, namely “Green”, “Yellow” and “Red” of rotation lamps. This 
LEIS is equipped with a heater and automatic temperature control function at 50 degree centigrade 
constantly in order not to be affected by surrounding air temperature. 
 
 
 
 
 
                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.21 LEIS with colored rotation lamps 
 
Figure 3.22 shows the arrangement of the OSV monitoring devices, laser target boards and monitoring 
cage. The monitoring face was carefully decided not to disturb Indian Railway operation by OSV colored 
lamps. Initially, target boards of laser pointers were kept at certain distances, namely 40m at P220 and 
15m at P221 respectively. Based on the trial reading, it is recognized that the girder inclination is 
relatively large and relatively short distance from the laser pointers to the boards are sufficient to measure 
the girder inclination. Therefore the locations of laser boards were shifted to pier bottom for easy 
measurement at site. Figure 3.23 shows schematic layout of the laser pointers and the shifts of the laser 
beam spot both in x and y directions. The inclination in XZ plane, and in YZ plane could be computed for 
comparison with those data obtained from the LEISs. 
Acceleration 
sensors 
(Display of laser pointer at 50m distance) 
50 m 
 
 
Screw of angle 
adjustment  
Unit holder 
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Figure 3.22 Arrangement of OSV monitoring at site 
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Figure 3.23 Schematic layout of laser pointers at P220 and P221 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.24 Detail position of OSV devices at P220 and P221 (dimension is given in mm) 
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Figure 3.24 shows detail position of OSV devices. Pier P220 was chosen as the main monitoring target 
where its stage-by-stage inclination was monitored by three LEIS and three laser pointers ass 
supplemental monitoring purpose. Pier P221 was monitored of its inclination by three laser pointers only. 
The first two (named “Girder top” and “Girder bottom”) were mounted on the side face of the girder and 
expected to pick up respective inclination at each stage of concrete casting. The third sensor (named “Pier 
top”) was mounted on the side face of the pier head rigidly connected to its large concrete foundation. 
The foundation of P220 is raft foundation (no pile) and that of P221 is bored pile foundation as shown in 
Figure 3.19. The inclination at “Pier top” was expected to be very small, according to design.  
3.3.2  Construction Method and OSV monitoring 
(1) Construction methodology  
As shown in Figure 3.25, the casting order of concrete segment at site is “S1, S2, S2a, S3, S3a,,,, up to 
S15a” to maintain the total loading balance of girder. The girder length of cantilever portion is 50m under 
R-300m horizontal curvature and the center span length between P220 and P221 is 100m after bridge 
center connection. The bridge girder was always in a see-saw condition by the balance cantilever 
construction method as shown in Figure 3.26. The structural connection between bridge pier and girder 
was a pin joint and temporary steel trestles was installed to support the girder for the structure balance 
during segment casting under a see-saw condition. 20 ton kentledge was set on girder above trestle 
location to avoid girder moving down to Indian Railway side. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.25 Order of segment casting by balanced cantilever construction methodology 
(2) LEIS reading and compression stress reading of steel trestle 
The LEIS reading was started on 19
th
 April 2010 from segment casting at S-6a in Figure 3.25. For the 
first one month, the measurement of LEIS was conducted without activating the light emitting function in 
order to compare the design value with actual girder inclination. During this period, five segments, 
namely S-6a to S-8a were casted under see-saw condition as shown in Figure 3.26. In this stage, the 
casting girder is still short and there was no safety concern to operated Indian railway below. Two steel 
trestles consisting of 6 hollow sections and 4 hollow sections were activated as temporary girder support 
during concrete segment casting. The design inclination of the girder in XZ plane was calculated by frame 
analysis, namely differential elastic settlement (compression) between pier column and steel trestles. The 
inclination is calculated from segment S6-a condition and the value became 0.03 degree approximately 
due to stage by stage casting of girder segment. However actual inclination was very large, in the order of 
0.15 degree as shown in Figure 3.27. Besides, regardless of very large inclination of the girder, the 
monitored actual stress on steel trestle by strain gauges monitoring was very small and it was only 21 
N/mm2 in average and only 15 % of its allowable stress. 
Figure 3.28 shows the connection detail between steel trestles and bridge girder and it consist of pot 
bearing, concrete plate, steel girder and sand jack. The possible cause of large inclination of girder is the 
existence of slack (gap) at sand jack portion under insufficient sand compaction. Although the connection 
was tightened up manually, no jacking-up procedure was taken quantitatively to ensure sufficient initial 
pre-loading. 
Note: The casting order of segment: S-1 => S-2  
     => S-2a => S-3 => S-3a,,,,,,,,S-15a 
P220/P221 Bridge center 
50 m 
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Figure 3.26 See-saw condition of bridge girder at each construction stage 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.27 Bridge girder inclination on longitudinal direction (XZ) at each stage at P220 
(3) Threshold values for color scheme 
Based on the above observation, the actual magnitude of girder inclination was found to be larger than 
design prediction and the threshold values for the final color schemes was determined as follows; 
- Threshold -1 : 0.15 + 0.07 = 0.22 degree  
(The trestle stress reach 80% of allowable stress under 0.07 degree increase)  
 
- Threshold -2 : 0.15 + 0.09 = 0.24 degree 
(The trestle stress reach 100% of allowable stress under 0.09 degree increase). 
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Figure 3.28 Detail of temporary steel trestles 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.29 LEIS reading for the first one month at P220 
 
The site action plan was made as follows: 
1) “Keep working” if the inclination is less than Threshold-1, 
2) “Report to safety manager and confirm the next action” if the inclination is between Threshold-1 
and Threshold-2, and 
3) “Keep clear (run away)” if the inclination is greater than Threshold-2.  
The safety induction talk was conducted inviting all site staffs and OSV Safety Plan was explained with 
the notice board as shown in Figure 3.30. 
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Figure 3.30 OSV Safety board showing safety action plan, and Site audit at site 
 
Figure 3.31 Maximum inclination (combined XZ and XY planes) by LEIS at P220 
 
(4) Maximum inclination of girder & pier column at Pier 220 
Based on the above definition of threshold values, the OSV monitoring was re-started from segment S-9 
up to completion of construction stage. Figure 3.31 shows θmax, namely combined inclination of XZ and 
XY planes. Theoretically this value should be little different from one directional reading because design 
calculation shows almost no inclination for YZ plane. It is clear that LEIS has captured real behavior of 
bridge because segment casting date matched exactly with the timings of recording large response from 
the sensors. The value of inclination is well under the threshold values most of construction time. 
However, just after segment casting at S-10 and S-10a, the inclination increased dramatically and it 
became larger than Threshold-2.  
 
Threshold-2 
Threshold-1 
“Keep working” 
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The color of rotation lamps was quickly changed from “Blue” to “Yellow” and from “Yellow” to “Red” at 
Pier top and Pier bottom based on the report from workers to Safety manager. This excessive inclination 
was toward the Indian railway side and the careful operation was required. The construction activities 
were stopped and the counter measure, namely an increase of Kentledge above the temporary trestle from 
20 to 25 tons was executed. It had an effect to reduce the inclination tendency toward Indian railway side 
and the value was reduced successfully to continue the next girder construction.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.32 Shifting temporary support after segment casting S-12 and S-12a 
 
As additional counter measure to stabilize the longitudinal see-saw phenomena of girder, the steel trestle 
was shifted and replaced as shown in Figure 3.32 after segment casting S-12 and S-12a. Obviously the 
girder movement became stable and there was no more see-saw phenomena after S-12a casting as shown 
in Figure 3.31. 
 
(5) LEIS reading at transverse direction (Y) at Pier 220 
Figure 3.33 shows LEIS monitoring result θYZ of girder and pier on transverse direction (YZ plane). 
Based on the design calculation, there is almost no inclination in YZ plane, but the inclination started and 
increased after S-10a casting. The need to measure girder & pier inclinations in YZ plane is that an 
attention has to be paid to monitor the influence of the curvature (R=300m) of the bridge axis in the XY 
plane and loading onto inside bearing that is expected to increase stage by stage. The Contractor’s 
designer confirmed this deviation from the design is still tolerable and the construction proceeded with no 
countermeasure. When the last Segment S-15a was casted, the maximum girder inclination almost 
reached 0.15 degree as shown in Figure 3.33 and the bridge construction was just successfully completed 
without any problem.  
S-12 
After S-12a casting 
S-12a 
80 m 
25t Kentledge 
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(6) Laser pointer reading at Pier 220 
As explained in Figure 3.21, the location of laser pointer board was changed from far distance side to 
near side (bottom side) of pier. Figure 3.34 shows the measurement detail of inclination by using laser 
pointers. If there is a girder inclination of 0.1 degree, a laser beam line inclines and its beam spot at about 
10m distance on display board at ground level moves by approximately 30mm. Three laser pointers are 
installed near the LEIS at P220 for the comparison of the data.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.33 LEIS reading on transverse direction (XY) at P220 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.34 Concept of Laser pointer  
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(7) Comparison of LEIS reading and Laser pointer reading 
Figure 3.35 show LEIS reading and laser pointer readings after S-12a casting and the both graphs show 
good correlation in spite of occasional problems at site such as touching of laser devices by workers, 
expiry of battery and movement of display board on the ground. LEIS reading also sometimes have 
corruption due to micro computer problem and/or power break. Based on Figure 3.35 reading, the 
difference of the both instruments readings are within 0.05 degree and LEIS monitoring can be well 
replaced to laser pointer reading as a checking function of bridge girder inclination.  
 
Figure 3.35 LEIS and Laser pointer reading for longitudinal direction(XZ) at P220 
 
 
 
Figure 3.36 Laser pointer reading for longitudinal direction (XZ) at P221 
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Figure 3.37 Laser pointer reading for longitudinal direction (YZ) at P221 
 
(8) Laser pointer reading at Pier P221 
There are no LEIS monitoring at P221 and laser pointer readings had the role entirely to check the girder 
& pier inclination. For longitudinal direction of bridge, measured inclination by laser beam reading show 
correct response based on the date of concrete casting (see Figure 3.36) and the tendency is as same as 
the one at P220. On the other hand, for transverse direction of bridge, there is almost no movement as 
shown in Figure 3.37 and the behavior is quite different from the one at P220 because P220 had 
increased tendency for transverse inclination up to the end of construction with the value of 0.15 degree.  
 
3.3.3  Conclusion of OSV Monitoring at Okhla Bridge 
This is the first time to monitor such critical bridge construction by OSV monitoring technics and the 
following conclusion was obtained through this special activities; 
 
- The LEIS (Light Emitting Inclination Sensor) has captured the real behavior of the bridge under 
construction in an unprecedented way. Although there were times when the data were corrupted due 
to technical problems or power break, all three sensors kept reading true structural behavior of the 
bridge including daily temperature effect. As the temperature control unit was embedded in LEIS 
sensor box, the working environment for the sensor was believed to be good, and therefore all 
structural temperature-effected movement seem to be true. Visibility of light from rotating lamps was 
sufficient, although stronger lights during day time may well be welcome. 
 
- Use of laser pointers turned out to be a practical auxiliary method to trace angle change of a given 
structure. Although automatic data recording was not performed this time, the direct reading data of 
laser spots helped confirm the validity of the measurement results from the LEIS. In addition, the 
laser pointers worked as sole monitoring performers for Pier P221, revealing the angle change 
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happening to it was almost identical to what was happening to Pier 220. Visual confirmation of laser 
beam spots during daytime is very difficult under strong sunlight. If data recording is absolutely 
necessary under such condition, some care must be taken such data the beam spots can be recognized 
in a darkened box, for example. 
 
- It was found out that appropriate threshold values to determine color of lights for an LEIS, cannot be 
determined before construction. The expected inclination for the bridge at an arbitrary stage of 
construction cannot be determined simply from the information available in a structural design stage. 
Since the true behavior is affected by several other factors, a trial period is required at the beginning 
of the monitoring project so that the information required to determine the appropriate threshold 
values can be obtained. 
 
- The see-sow phenomena of girder inclination longitudinally during the bridge segment casting at 
both sides was reasonable considering its behavior in XZ plane. However, the magnitude of angle 
change, the incremental inclination of the girder, at each concrete casting was bigger than expected 
from the elastic deformation of the trestle only, by a factor of 5 or more. It is anticipated the slack 
(gap) in supporting structure caused this difference and pre-loading on supporting structure may be 
the solution to prevent such unexpected girder inclination. 
 
- The inclination of girder and pier on transverse direction at P220 increased after S-9a casting 
dramatically toward the inside of horizontal curvature of bridge alignment.  Because of inclination 
increase not only for girder but for pier, it is anticipated all pier structure including raft foundation 
inclined based on ground compression. The inclination measured by laser pointers at P221 doesn’t 
show this phenomena at all maybe because of pile foundation at P221 instead of raft foundation at 
P220.  
 
- A trial run of the OSV monitoring showed us a general trend of the structural movement during 
construction, thus enabling the setting of appropriate threshold values to define the color scheme. 
This is one possible and practical approach to conduct the monitoring based on the OSV. However, 
like in this case, the bridge construction was completed safely without any trouble throughout the 
construction sequences, despite the fact that the inclinations of much greater order than expected at 
the design stage were actually observed. It can therefore be said that continuous accumulation of the 
data during construction and associated analysis of those data with respect to safety, must be 
performed so that the threshold values for the rational color scheme could be determined with 
confidence prior to construction. 
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3.4 OSV MONITORING ON BANGALORE METRO PROJECT16) 
3.4.1  Introduction 
The Special Assistance for Project Implementation (SAPI17)) applying OSV at Bangalore Metro 
construction sites was executed between July 2011 and January 2012. 
There has been a strong request from Bangalore Metro Rail Corporation (BMRC) to promote safety 
improvement practices based on the newly acquainted experiences in the Delhi Metro project in which the 
new monitoring based on OSV was successfully implemented. 
The sites for OSV monitoring are selected in such a way that the effectiveness of the monitoring by OSV 
will be evaluated properly, considering such factors as construction schedule, three dimensional spatial 
conditions with proper visibility of lights emitted from the sensors, and feasibility for conducting 
questionnaires with construction workers and citizens. In order to meet these requirements, the sites 
having the following characteristics are recommended as candidate sites. 
- In general, independent standard monitoring (subsidence monitoring by level, and position surveys 
using light waves) should be performed, therefore the results could be compared with those obtained 
by the monitoring by OSV. 
- For the case of open excavations with retaining walls, the depth of excavation should greater than 
10m, therefore, there could be a possibility for the wall to displace posing danger to workers and 
potential damage to buildings nearby. 
Considering the conditions listed above and the actual construction phase, the following two sites (see 
Figure 3.38) were selected as the application sites of the monitoring by OSV.  
- Open excavation with retaining wall construction site and neighboring buildings at Cricket stadium 
station (main monitoring site) 
- Open excavation with retaining wall construction site at Central college station (sub monitoring site) 
 
Figure 3.38 Route map for Bangalore Metro Phase 1 
 
 
 
Cricket Stadium 
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3.4.2  Specifications of the light emitting sensors used in this project 
(1) Light Emitting Converters (LEC) with arbitrary sensors 
As shown in Figure 3.39, a Light Emitting Converter (LEC) is a compact data converter that is capable of 
1) converting analog signals from an arbitrary sensor connected to it into digital signals, and 2) showing it 
by the color of LED based on a pre-defined color scheme. A sensor to be connected to an LEC can be 
chosen from a family of available sensors for measurement of deformation, strain, inclination, pressure, 
temperature, moisture, etc. The color scheme can be defined for each LEC-sensor pair by the control 
software installed on a PC. For a special case, more than one sensor can be connected to an LEC which 
has a specific program to handle multiple sensors. For the case of inclinometers, an LEC could be 
connected to, for example, four inclination sensors, read data from those sensors, and identify a maximum 
datum to show the color of light. Up to 100 pairs of LEC and an arbitrary sensor can be connected to one 
personal computer.  
 
(a) Light Emitting Converter 
 
(b) Standard layout for connecting LECs and sensors 
 
(c) Stand-alone layout with SD card 
Figure 3.39 Light Emitting Converter (LEC) and its combined use with arbitrary sensors 
Five colors can be chosen from the available seven colors. Figure 3.40 shows a standard color selection 
using 5 colors whereby blue represents “safe” and red “dangerous”. In order to use five colors, four 
threshold values, V1 to V4 must be specified in the control software. By setting those values as shown in 
Figure 3.40(b), a 5 color scheme can be displayed as a 3 color scheme. 
LEC 1 Sensor 1
LEC 2 Sensor 2
LEC 3 Sensor 3a
LEC 4 Sensor 4
LEC 99 Sens.99
LEC 100 Sens.100
Instructions to each LEC
Data from all LECs.
Sensor 3b Sensor 3c Sensor 3d
LEC 1 Sensor 1
SD card
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(a) Standard 5 color scheme (b) A variation 
Figure 3.40 Specification of various color schemes  
In this project, the LEC is used for axial force, inclination and anchor force sensors. Their specifications 
are given in Table 3.7. 
Table 3.7 Sensors to be used with LEC 
Type Photo Specification 
Axial force sensor 
 
Measuring range : ±1500×10
-6
 
Temperature range : -10 to 80 degrees 
Size : φ22 ×L104mm 
Weight : 0.2kgf 
Maker : TOA Elmes (Japan) 
Tilt Meter 
 
Measuring range : ±1 degree (60 arc minutes) 
Liner range : ±0.5 degrees (30 arc minutes) 
Resolution : 1 arc second 
Repeatability : ±3 arc seconds 
Temperature range : -20 to 55 degrees 
Maker : Encardio-Rite (India) 
Inclination sensor 
 
Measuring range : ±15 degrees, ±30 degrees 
Accuracy : 0.1 % of fs 
Temperature range : -20 to 80 degrees 
Maker : Encardio-Rite (India) 
Center hole load cell 
 Capacity : 1000kN 
Over range capacity : 150% 
Temperature range : -10 to 55 degrees 
Size : φ225×H40mm (except connecting part) 
Weight : 8.0kgf 
Maker : Encardio-Rite (India) 
 
(2) Principles for color schemes 
Considering the time of installation of light emitting devices with respect to construction stage, there 
could be several different schemes for setting colors.  The four number of color schemes are considered 
exactly the same as Delhi Metro project case as shown in Figure 3.7 in Section 3.2.2.  
V1
V2
V3
V4
V1, V2, V3
V4
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3.4.3  Site characteristics and arrangement of OSV devices 
Photo 3.4 shows an areal view of the Cricket Stadium station. Maximum excavation depth for this site is 
14m and there is a four story building (HAL building) on the north side. 
 
Photo 3.4 A real view of Cricket Stadium station 
 
 
Figure 3.41 Key points for OSV monitoring 
 
Figure 3.41 illustrates the key points for OSV monitoring. Key factors at this site are; 
a) axial forces in strut beams, 
b) inclination of Secant pile, 
Inclination of HAL Office
Forces in strut beams
Inclination of retaining wall
1. Light Emitting Converter
2. Strain sensor
3. Tilt meter
4. Load cell
5. Tilt meter in ground
6. Monitoring house
1
1
2
4
6
1
5
5
5
5
14
12
1
3
1 3
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c) inclination of ground behind retaining wall, 
d) inclination of HAL and BSNL buildings and 
e) axial force in ground anchors. 
 
Figure 3.42 shows the detailed locations for the instruments used for OSV monitoring. Table 3.8 
summarizes the sensors used and associated color schemes. 
 
 
Figure 3.42 Plan view of installation of OSV devices 
 
Table 3.8  List of light emitting sensors and provisional color scheme 
Target Sensors Color scheme 
Short strut 1 
Short strut 2 
Short strut 3 
LEC 
+Axial force sensor 
Maximum allowable axial force for beam strut 
Fmax: BS (=1632kN for short strut 1) 
        (=1840kN for short strut 2) 
         (=2052kN for short strut 3) 
 
Secant Tilt 1 
Secant Tilt 2 
LEC 
+Tilt meter 
Maximum allowable inclination for secant pile 
Imax: SP (=10/1000 or 0.573 degrees)  
 
HAL Office
Control 
Room
10-20m110m
HAL Tilt  1 HAL Tilt 2 HAL Tilt  3 HAL Tilt 4
Scan Tilt  1 Scan Tilt 2
IC HAL
IC opposite
HAL
Short Strut 1 Short Strut 2
Short Strut 3
Anchor
1
Anchor
2
Temporal Tilt 
1BSNL Building
Tilt meter 1
0.45×Fmax:BS
0.35×Fmax:BS
0.25×Fmax:BS
0.90×Imax:SP
0.70×Imax:SP
0.50×Imax:SP
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Target Sensors Color scheme 
HAL Tile 1 
HAL Tile 2 
HAL Tile 3 
HAL Tile 4 
LEC 
+Tilt meter 
Maximum allowable inclination for building 
establishment 
Imax: HAL (=18/1000 or 1.031degrees)  
 
BSNL Tilt 1 
BSNL Tilt 2 
LEC 
+ Tilt meter 
Maximum allowable inclination for building 
establishment 
Imax: BSNL (=10/1000 or 0.573degrees)  
 
IC HAL LEC(special program) 
+Multiple inclination sensors 
Maximum allowable horizontal deflection for secant pile 
Dmax: SEP (=16mm at GL-1m) 
          (=18mm at GL-3m) 
          (=20mm at GL-5m) 
          (=20mm at GL-7m)  
 
IC Opposite 
HAL 
LEC(special program) 
+Multiple inclination sensors 
Maximum allowable horizontal deflection for soldier pile 
Dmax: SOP (=28mm at GL-2m) 
          (=40mm at GL-4m) 
          (=50mm at GL-6m) 
          (=60mm at GL-8m)  
 
Anchor 1 
Anchor 2 
Anchor 3 
LEC 
+Center hole load cell 
Maximum allowable axial force for anchor 
Fmax: LC (=785kN )  
 
 
Background information used to determine the provisional color schemes are as follows. 
Axial forces in strut beams 
Figure 3.43 shows the site and devices that were installed for axial force monitoring. The maximum axial 
forces or inclination values presumed are indicated in the table. At the beginning of the project, 
temperature effect was not considered. 
0.90×Imax: HAL
0.70×Imax: HAL
0.50×Imax: HAL
0.90×Imax:BSNL
0.70×Imax:BSNL
0.50×Imax:BSNL
0.90×Dmax: SEP 
0.70×Dmax: SEP 
0.50×Dmax: SEP 
0.90×Dmax: SOP
0.70×Dmax: SOP
0.50×Dmax: SOP
0.94×Fmax:LC
0.80×Fmax:LC
0.70×Fmax:LC
1.00×Fmax:LC
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(a) Three strut beams for which axial forces are monitored 
  
(b) Axial force sensor welded to a beam (c) Axial force sensor connected to LEC 
Figure 3.43 Installation of axial force sensor 
Inclination of Secant pile 
Figure 3.44 shows an LEC installed to monitor inclination of a top part of Secant pile.  
  
(a) Secant pile and a tilt meter (b) Tilt Meter connected to LEC 
Figure 3.44  LEC installed for a Secant pile 
Forces in struts
1
2
3
Tilt Meter
LEC II
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Inclination of HAL and BSNL buildings 
Figure 3.45 shows inclination sensors installed on the roof top of the HAL building. Inclination sensors 
were anchored to concrete, and then connected to LEC so that workers and the public could observe them. 
Additional LED ropes were also used to enhance the visual effect. 
 
(a) Locations (blue circles) of tilt meters 
  
(b) Tilt meter (c) LEC installation for workers 
 
(d) Nightly view of HAL building and the excavation site 
Figure 3.45 Installation of tilt meters on HAL building 
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Figure 3.46 shows the location and inclination sensor installed on the roof top of BSNL building. This 
brick building is older than 100 years and has very small tolerance in terms of inclination. The LEC used 
here is a stand-alone type and data retrieval was done manually using an SD card mounted on the LEC. 
 
(a) BSNL building on the south-west corner of the excavation site 
 
(b) BSNL building and a stand-alone LEC set up on its roof top 
 
(c) Night view of BSNL building 
Figure 3.46 Installation of tilt meters on BSNL building 
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Inclination of ground behind retaining wall, 
Figure 3.47 shows the locations and LEC installed for monitoring inclination behind a retaining wall. 
Four inclination sensors were installed in one casing pipe. Data from those sensors were taken into the 
LEC through a switch box, therefore the LEC was able to read data from more than one sensors. The 
maximum value from those sensors was compared with the threshold value to determine the color of the 
LED. 
 
(a) Two locations (in blue circles) where multiple inclination sensors were installed 
  
(b) Top of inclination sensors (c) LEC with specially designed program 
Figure 3.47 LEC installed to monitor inclination behind a retaining wall 
Axial force of ground anchors, 
Figure 3.48 shows the location and LEC installed for monitoring anchor forces. Center hole load cells 
were used and the LEC was placed a short distance from the load cell in a better position for workers to 
watch them. 
 
(a) Location for anchor force monitoring 
Load Cell
LEC II
Load Cell
LEC II
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(b) The anchor with a centre hole load cell 
Figure 3.48 LEC installed for monitoring axial force of anchors 
 
 
3.4.4  Measurement result by OSV monitoring 
(1) Measurement result of each device 
a) Axial forces in strut beams 
 
 
 
(a) Strut 1, first week 
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(b) Strut 1, final week 
 
(c) Strut 1, 6 months 
Figure 3.49 Measurement results for Strut 1 
General trend 
Figure 3.49 shows the measured axial forces for Strut 1 for the period of the first one week, final one 
month and the entire project period of six months.  The initial part of the record in Figure 3.49 (a) can be 
neglected and the actual record started at 12:00 of July 27th, 2011. Throughout the project period, a 
general trend in the axial force reflects the progress of excavation, where an approximate increase of 
1000kN is recorded. This is calculated based on the value of axial force at the lowest temperature of any 
given day. Daily fluctuation of the axial force in a day varies, but its magnitude is considerably large. In 
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the final month of the period, the axial force varied between 600kN in the morning to 1900kN in the mid 
day approximately.  
Temperature effect 
This daily fluctuation due to temperature caused confusion associated with the definition of the threshold 
values and colors of light. The axial force sensor used in the Bangalore project was made in such a way 
that the temperature effect was automatically cancelled because a pair of interactive gauges was installed 
(one is free to deform and the other strains exactly as the main beam), as shown in Figure 3.50. That is 
that if the sensor is attached to a steel member that expands due to temperature increase and the member 
is free to deform, the sensor output becomes zero while strain increases. But in a real situation, the Strut 1 
is fixed at both ends, therefore it is NOT free to deform as temperature increases, therefore building up 
the force in compression at mid day. 
 
 
Figure 3.50 Structure of an axial force sensor with automatic temperature compensation 
 
Average temperature difference on the surface of a strut beam in a day in the monitoring period is 
believed to be around 15 to 30 degrees. By assuming this, the expected increase in compressive axial 
force in a strut beam can be calculated as shown in Figure 3.51. 
 
Figure 3.51 Mechanism of an increase in compressive force due to  
temperature fluctuation 
For a beam with a length of 20m, an increase in temperature of 15 degrees would lead to elongation of the 
beam by as much as 6mm. If this is not allowed due to fixed boundary conditions, the compressive force 
in the beam goes up by as much as 982kN, using the parameters shown in Table 3.9. 
 
 
Strut beam
Gauge (dummy)
Gauge (main)
20m
20m 6mm
20m
ΔFΔF
Before sun rise (sensor reading = 0)
At temperature peak, if unconfined and free to deform
(sensor reading = 0)
At temperature peak, if confined (sensor reading = ΔF)
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Table 3.9 Parameters required to calculate temperature effect on axial force 
Parameters Value 
Linear expansion coefficient due to temperature 11.05*10
-6
/degree 
Temperature change during a day 15 degrees 
Strut length 30m 
Young’s modulus 2100000kgf/cm2 
Stress increment provided that the strut 
elongation is not allowed 
315kgf/cm
2
 
Total cross section area of the strut 318cm
2
 
Increase in strut force due to temperature 982kN 
 
Threshold values versus temperature effects 
When the initial set of values was determined for threshold values, temperature effect was not considered. 
However, the actual fluctuation of axial force due to temperature was quite large such that it was in many 
cases larger than the increase due purely to the effect of excavation (Figure 3.52 and Photo 3.5). The 
initial assumption of axial force history was represented by the blue line for which the color scheme on 
the right hand side was assigned. The actual change in the axial force was represented by green lines so 
that color of the LED would have to change several times every day. 
 
Figure 3.52 Assumption versus reality with respect to temperature effect on axial force 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 3.5 LEC showing Red due to temperature effect   
Time
Force
Excavation depth 1
Excavation depth 2
Expected by design
Real behavior
1 day
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To overcome the frequent color change of LEC due to temperature, the threshold value between yellow 
and red was modified by raising it manually during a particular period everyday as shown in Figure 3.53. 
Referring to the previous results of each strut, timing and the temporal threshold values were determined 
for short strut 1 and 2 as shown in Table 3.10. 
 
Figure 3.53 Temporal threshold value between yellow and red 
Table 3.10 Temporal threshold value between yellow and red 
 Term Temporal value 
Short strut 1 14:00 to 17:00 1,000kN 
Short strut 2 8:00 to 12:00 1,200kN 
 
Afterwards, actual axial forces considered in design of short strut 1 and 2 were recalculated by the design 
team including the effect of temperature as shown in Figure. 3.54. According to these calculations, the 
LEC color scheme for the axial force sensors was also reviewed as below. 
 
Figure 3.54 Modified threshold values 
Time
Force
Excavation depth 1
Excavation depth 2
Expected by design
Real behavior
1 day
Time
Force
Excavation depth 1
Excavation depth 2
Expected by design
Real behavior
1 day
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Table 3.11  Revised color scheme for LEC and axial force sensor 
Target Sensors Color scheme 
Short strut 1 
Short strut 2 
Short strut 3 
LEC 
+Axial force sensor 
Maximum allowable axial force for beam strut 
Fmax: BS  
 (=1811kN for short strut 1) 
 (=2018kN for short strut 2) 
 (=2052kN for short strut 3)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Having identified the reason for frequent color change over a day, the arrangement for threshold values 
was modified by raising their values so that the temperature effect is not reflected in the daily color 
change. This modification was found to be effective for the remaining period of the project. 
Axial forces for other strut beams 
Axial forces for other strut beams behaved in a similar fashion to those for Strut 1.  
b) Inclination of Secant pile 
 
 
(a) First one week 
 
 
1.10×Fmax:BS
0.70×Fmax:BS
0.50×Fmax:BS
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(b) Last month 
 
(c) Six months 
Figure 3.55 Measured results for the inclination of Secant pile 1 
Figure 3.55 shows the measurement results for the inclination sensor installed at the top of Secant pile 1. 
As it is obvious, the inclination for this Secant pile is very small throughout the period of the project. This 
indicates that the stiffness of the retaining wall is satisfactory to hold the forces generated by the strut 
beams. 
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(a) Inclination of Secant pile 
 
(b) Inclination of Strut 
Figure 3.56 Relationship between the behaviours of Strut 1 and Secant pile inclination 1 
 
However, it is also observed as shown in Figure 3.56 that the strut beams trying to expand due to 
temperature effect everyday seem to be pushing the retaining wall. The figures show clearly that the 
Secant pile is pushed outward while the axial force builds up at mid day due to a temperature increase. It 
should be noted though that the magnitude of this outward inclination is small enough so that its influence 
on stability of the wall and HAL building is negligible. 
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c) Inclination of ground behind retaining wall 
 
Figure 3.57 Inclination of ground behind retaining walls 
Figure 3.57 shows the measurement results of ground inclination behind the retaining walls. As for the 
HAL side (north side of the excavation), it is observed that the retaining wall is pushed outward due to 
cyclic loading from strut beams due to temperature changes, though its magnitude is very small. This 
trend is also found on the opposite side (south side) where the magnitude of inclination is fairly large 
compared to that on the north side. Since the stiffness of the walls on both sides is supposed to be the 
same, the difference in the magnitude of inclination may be attributed to the fact that there is the four 
story HAL building on the north side, whereas there is nothing on the south side. This trend is illustrated 
in Figure 3.58. 
 
Figure 3.58 General trend of inclination of the retain walls 
Control room
LEC (Light Emitting Converter)
Axial force sensor for strut beam with automatic temperature compensation
Inclination sensor
Center hole load cell to read axial force of anchor
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d) Inclination of HAL and BSNL buildings 
 
 
(a) First week 
 
(b) Final month 
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(c) Six months 
Figure 3.59 Measurement results for HAL roof top inclination 1 
Figure 3.59 shows the measurement results for HAL roof top inclination 1. It is observed that the 
magnitude of inclination is very small throughout the project period. However, the trend observed for the 
retaining wall is also found where the outward inclination of very small magnitude is present. 
e) Axial force in ground anchor 
 
(a) First week 
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(b) Last month 
 
(c) Three months 
Figure 3.60 Measurement results for axial force in Anchor 1 
Figure 3.60 shows the measurement results for the axial force in Anchor 1. Since all anchors had to be 
installed after the excavation reached respective depths, the measurement was conducted only for three 
months. A general trend observed here is that the axial force is very stable throughout the monitoring 
period. Some fluctuations seen in Figure 3.60 (c) are believed to be caused by the technical problem 
associated with earthing a power cable. 
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On one load cell installed where the trouble was found behind the retaining wall at the Central College 
site, the axial load started to drop by more than 40% of the initial value for an unknown reason. Because 
of this phenomenon, the sensor unit was moved to another anchor. Data after re-starting the sensor 
dropped beyond the RED threshold values, forcing those threshold values to be modified as shown in 
Table 3.12. 
Table 3.12  Revised color scheme for LEC and centre hole load cell 
Target Sensors Color scheme 
Anchor 3 LEC 
+Center hole load cell 
Maximum allowable axial force for anchor 
Fmax: A (=785kN, )  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(2) Lessons and comments regarding OSV Monitoring 
In this project conducted in Bangalore, the OSV monitoring was conducted at two stations where key 
factors to watch were 
a) axial forces in strut beams, 
b) inclination of Secant pile, 
c) inclination of ground behind retaining wall, 
d) inclination of HAL and BSNL buildings and 
e) axial force in ground anchors. 
 
The overall results from the sensors were in good agreement with what was predicted initially, except for 
some temperature effects on the axial forces in the strut beams. No major accident or trouble occurred 
during the monitoring period. 
The following features are observed through OSV monitoring; 
Compatibility with Indian made sensors 
In this project, LEC made in Japan was used together with several sensors made in India. The 
compatibility between the two groups of OSV devices was found to be faultless, reliable and promising. 
Processing data from more than one sensor 
An LEC with a specially modified internal program was tested so that more than one sensor was 
connected to one LEC. The switch box and the algorithm written in the LEC functioned as they were 
supposed to without error. 
Stand-alone layout 
The stand-alone arrangement of using LEC was found to be very convenient. The workability of this 
method was found to be satisfactory since a pair of LEC and sensors does not have to be connected to a 
PC in a control room, and data could be retrieved from an SD card anytime. 
Visibility 
Secondary connection of an LED to an LEC was found to be effective to enhance visibility of the light 
0.94×Fmax:LC
0.64×Fmax:LC
0.57×Fmax:LC
1.00×Fmax:LC
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emitted from the LEC. LED ropes were used for this purpose on the roof top of the HAL building and 
strut beams for improving visibility of the light for the workers.  
Temperature effect 
Magnitude of change in axial force of a strut beam due to temperature change was found to be larger than 
or almost equal to that caused by excavation. This finding would force inclusion of temperature effect for 
the determination of threshold values defining the color scheme for the strut beam. Some modification in 
software for the LEC may also be necessary for more flexible definition of threshold values.  
 
3.4.5  Site Safety management by OSV monitoring 
(1) Introduction 
The Safety management activities with OSV at the Cricket stadium station site are evaluated and selected 
in terms of the following aspects; 
- Availability of OSV monitoring effectively into the safety activity 
- Improvement of safety awareness both for workers and citizens to build an advanced safe working 
environment 
- Improvement of the safety control techniques through the execution of OSV monitoring. 
Based on the above evaluation items, the following activities are selected for the execution of safety 
management activities with OSV at the Cricket Stadium Station site; 
- Safety OSV induction talk to BMRC/GC, Contractor and citizens 
- Daily site walk & inspection with OSV 
- Permit to work with OSV 
- Emergency evacuation drill with OSV 
In the Method Statement for the Entrance Excavation at Cricket Stadium Station, the above activities 
were specified with detailed required procedures and actual activities were executed accordingly. 
(2) Safety OSV induction talk to the Contractor 
a) Approach 
OSV monitoring and its safety activities are new to the Contractor. The presentation and discussion of 
Safety OSV induction were conducted to BMRC/GC and Contractor’s engineers for good understanding 
of OSV. The following items were explained and discussed; 
- Target of OSV 
- Contents of OSV devices 
- Site arrangement of OSV monitoring 
- Trigger values of OSV monitoring 
- Action plan for color changes 
A Safety OSV induction talk to all workers at site was given by OSV team as shown in Photo 3.6. The 
explanation in the local language: 
- The colors show the movement of ground and structures; 
- “Yellow color” means “ inform the Safety officer”; 
- “ Red color” means “keep off the site and inform the Safety officer”;   
- The safe place was identified under the evacuation stage at the site and was given by the Contractor’s 
safety officer.  
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Photo 3.6 Safety OSV induction talk to workers 
b) Results  
Usually there is no information given to site workers for site monitoring issues, the role of the report for 
color changes or detailed action for evacuation. Therefore these activities had a great effect for uplift of 
safety consciousness and improvement of safety techniques for BMRC/GC, Contractor and workers. 
(3) Safety OSV induction talk to the citizens 
a) Approach 
Through the OSV induction talk, the message to the citizens for good management of site safety could be 
transferred. Safety OSV information was given to residents in the adjacent building (HAL Building and 
BSNL building) next to Cricket Stadium Station.  
Information to residents in the adjacent hostel 
- Provide the pamphlet of OSV monitoring on the building entrance 
- Safety OSV induction talk by OSV team 
- OSV information cards were given to all residents 
 
b) Results 
Based on the above activities, the citizens could appreciate the safety procedures and conditions at the 
site. The people were very interested to know what is the structural condition and what kind of action is 
required in case OSV colors are changed at the site. Through this induction talk, citizens understood they 
could obtain the safety confirmation of the building and road by OSV monitoring. 
(4) Daily site walk and inspection with OSV 
a) Approach 
A daily site walk and inspection with WEB Site were conducted with BMRC/GC as shown in Figure 3.61 
and Photo 3.7, the JICA team and the Contractor during the excavation stage at the excavation of Cricket 
Stadium Station. 
 
b) Results 
Through these activities, the following effects were observed; 
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- Improvement of safety awareness was achieved 
- Technical discussion and advice were given 
- Safety team sprits among BMRC/GC and the Contractor were obtained 
  
 
 
Figure 3.61  Daily OSV check on WEB Site 
 
  
Photo 3.7  Daily site walk with BMRC/GC, the Contractor and JICA team 
 
(5) Permit to work system with OSV 
a) Approach 
A permit to work system was introduced to define and confirm the proper standards and processes for 
work activities. Permit to work system with OSV was conducted for the entrance excavation with a 
retaining wall system with struts & walers. 
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Stage-1 Stage-2 Stage-3 
* Installation of soldier piles  * Excavation up to GL-4m  * Excavation up to GL-10.5m 
                          * Installation of struts & walers 
Figure 3.62 Excavation sequence for Cricket Stadium Station 
After Stage-2 construction in Figure 3.62, a Permit to work inspection was conducted by the Contractor 
(see Photo 3.8). 
 
Figure 3.63 Permit to work procedure 
  
Photo 3.8  Permit to work inspection by the Contractor 
b) Results 
The effects of the Permit to work inspection with OSV are as follows; 
- Check of the safety condition visually and directly at inspection time 
- Uplift of safety awareness through joint confirmation of OSV monitoring 
 
Completion of Stage – 2 construction
Confirmation of site condition by checklist
Inspection request by station manager
Joint inspection
Permission to work issued by BMRC
Contractor
Contractor
Contractor
BMRC, JICA, Contractor
BMRC, Contractor
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(6) Emergency evacuation drill with OSV 
a) Approach 
The Contract documents on the Emergency Preparedness Plan specify that “The contractor must perform 
the emergency refuge training for all workers in the construction site at a frequency of once a month.” 
According to that, the evacuation drill plan was discussed and made by the OSV team; 
 
Figure 3.64 Emergency Evacuation drill procedure 
 
Figure 3.65 Safe place under evacuation at AIIMS entrance 
 
Photo 3.9 The condition before evacuation and after evacuation 
b) Results 
All workers (about 30 people) could evacuate successfully within 1 minutes to the indicated safe place.  
The following observations were obtained through the evacuation drill; 
- The workers understood the meaning of color change and action required well  
Safe place in case evacuation is given
* In the safety OSV induction talk, information
of safe place under evacuation was given to all workers.
Change the OSV color from “Blue” to “Red”
Engineer to instruct “evacuation” to workers
Monitor the evacuation scheme
Safety site talk to all workers
* The colors of deformation sensor of
retaining wall to be changed.
* The Contractor’s engineer knows the drill.
* The number of workers and time taken for evacuation.
* The target and result of evacuation drill is explained.
Change the color 
from BLUE to RED
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- Safety site talk after evacuation drill was very effective to encourage the safety awareness and 
increase of safety attitude  
 
(7) Public Information for Site Safety 
The web site was created at http://cistup.iisc.ernet.in/~osvbng/ where in the data from all the sensors have 
been uploaded with a password at the site http://cistup.iisc.ernet.in/~osvbng/osv.html.  
 
 
Figure 3.66 Display on PC screen 
The back up of all the OSV data starting from July 2011 to Jan 2012 has been uploaded at CiSTUP 
website in Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore. This was continuously accessed on daily basis by all the 
stakeholders. Details of the project, site map and sensor location has been uploaded at the site along with 
analysed data plot of all the sensors.  Further, the photographs of the site as the excavation in progress 
(every day) have also been uploaded.  Typical plots of data is also enclosed in the Figure 3.67. 
 
   
Figure 3.67 Typical plot of data on PC screen (OSV monitoring) 
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(8) Considerations for site safety 
The basic concept of OSV monitoring is ”A Visual tool for safety confirmation at the site” and about 350 
people, namely the BMRC/GC, the JICA team, the GC, Contractor’s engineers & workers and the 
residents participated in the Site Safety management by OSV monitoring. Through these activities, 
additional achievements were obtained because of “real-time” and “visual to all” effects by OSV. 
- Safety confirmation with visual monitoring tools at the site (Basic role)  
- Uplift of individual safety consciousness  
- Solidarity among the client, engineers & workers – 
- Alarm tool for preparation of safety counter measures 
BMRC/GC staff, GC’s Safety Manager, The Contractor’s Station Manager and Junior engineers 
participated the above safety management activities and realized the effectiveness of OSV monitoring for 
safety management.   
In the Seminar of the above activities, BMRC/GC emphasized their improvement of safety control 
techniques through OSV monitoring. Other Metro representatives from Chennai and Kolkata proposed to 
apply the same techniques to their Metros. A Safety management system with OSV monitoring can 
contribute to successful completion of the project especially for the critical construction sites such as deep 
excavations near the building and bridge construction above the existing traffic. 
In addition to that, disclosure of safety OSV information to the citizens has been made for Bangalore 
Metro projects. The citizens could observe BMRC/GC’s safety consciousness and sincere attitude for the 
safe construction adjacent to public structures. 
 
3.4.6  Questionnaire Survey for OSV Monitoring and Safety management activities 
 (1) Objective and Scope of the Survey Study 
The main objective of the study is to evaluate the use of OSV at construction sites of Bangalore Metro by 
considering the following evaluating criteria;  
- Safety awareness and consciousness among various stakeholders during construction. 
- Recognizing of OSV and  safety issues  
- Effectiveness of OSV techniques  
- Contribution of OSV in the safety activities/management  
- Improvement of safety mind/consciousness through OSV monitoring activities  
(2) Methodology of Questionnaire survey 
The approach to methodology mainly consists of interaction with JICA team and Prof. S. Akutagawa on 
technical aspects discussion for identification of parameters to evaluate the safety and new method of 
OSV and to design the questionnaires for various groups namely site engineers, workers and building 
residents and road users. The random sample size has been decided based on the size of the various 
groups. After that data collection and data coding have been carried out.  Category analysis has been 
carried out to evaluate the OSV monitoring.  
Table 3.13 presents the time schedule adopted and number of samples surveyed for the opinion survey for 
the all the groups. A total sample of 318 persons from various groups was taken and data collected from 
them. 
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Table 3.13 Schedule of Opinion Survey for OSV Monitoring 
No Name of The Opinion Survey Date of Survey Location of Survey Sample Size 
1 Workers -  Before Training  22/8/2011 Cricket Stadium Station  46 
2 Workers -  After Training  5/9/2011 Cricket Stadium Station 39 
3 Workers -  After Training  5/1/2012 Cricket Stadium Station 32 
4 Workers (Night Shift)-  After Training  5/1/2011 Cricket Stadium Station 19 
5 Workers -  No - OSV Situation  5/1/2012 Central College Station   46 
6 Workers  -  No - OSV Situation  6/1/2012 City Railway Station 22 
7 Engineers/Officers -  Before Training  22/8/2011 Cricket Stadium Station 17 
8 Engineers/Officers  - After  Training 6/9/2011 Cricket Stadium Station 8 
9 Engineers/Officers  - After  Training 
(Day Shit and Night Shift) 
6/1/2012 Cricket Stadium Station 8 +7 
10 Engineers/Officers - No - OSV 
Situation 
6/1/2012 City Railway Station and 
Central College Station 
7+7 
11 Engineers/Officers – at Site Offices  6/1/2012 JV Office, UG 2 Office  6+9 
12 Residents of Adjacent Building at 
Cricket Stadium Station. 
6/1/2012 HAL and BSNL Office 45 
 
(3) Data Analysis for OSV Monitoring 
Data Analysis has been carried out to on various issues such as understanding the level safety knowledge, 
safety experience of workers, Engineers and residents. Some important parameters for various groups are 
considered and analyzed. The result of analysis is discussed group wise in the following sub sections.  
The analysis has been carried out in two types 1) grading the opinion in four/three grade point scale and 
2) categorization of the choice of the opinion expressed.  
 
a) Site Workers 
Randomly 117 site workers at Cricket stadium metro station (with OSV experience Workers) and 68 
workers at Central college station and City railway station (without OSV experience Workers) have been 
interviewed. Day and night shift workers have been considered at Cricket stadium metro station to 
identify the behavior of safety monitoring. Opinion survey on OSV has been organized in three phases, 
initial phase was organized before training and other two phases were conducted after the training to 
compare the behavior on safety consciousness. The results of safety experience and OSV experience of 
workers have been presented in Table 3.14, Table 3.15 and Table 3.16.  
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Table 3.14 Safety Experience (Historic) of Site workers 
No 
Parameters of Opinion 
Survey 
Workers Before Training 
(Samples size 45) 
Workers After 1st 
Training 
(Sample size 40) 
Workers After 2nd 
Training   
(Sample Size 32) 
1 How much safety 
conscious do you have 
 
   
 
2 
Do you think current 
safety control measures are 
enough 
 
   
From Table 3.14, it can be identified that the level of safety consciousness is good for workers after 
training program compared to before at cricket stadium station. The workers at this station are satisfied 
with current level of safety measures before training, whereas after training their perception is slightly 
shifted, this marginal shifting factor indicates that use of advanced monitoring methods workers at this 
construction site. Workers at this station have visually seen and understood the use of new safety 
monitoring method; this will result in the variation of thinking of workers at this station. 
From Table 3.15 and Table 3.16, it can be concluded that almost all the respondents of opinion survey 
have recommend OSV monitoring method for other /future metro constructions. The rate of uses of OSV 
in construction safety monitoring was quantified on a 4 point measurement scale. Day shift and Night 
shift workers at Cricket stadium station are rated that OSV is very good technology. The improvement of 
safety consciousness by introducing OSV has been quantified on a 4 point measurement scale.  From 
results, it is identified that workers group safety consciousness improved significantly after 2nd training 
phase. Most of the workers understood actions are require based on Change of color. Initially, before 
training 73 % workers could not understand the use of color light and action to be taken require during 
changing of the color functionality. This % is significantly reduced to 9% by providing evacuation 
training during 2nd training. 
b) Site Engineers and Officers 
A total of 40 officials comprising of Site Engineers have been interviewed before and after evacuation 
training. The safety experience and opinion on OSV has been presented in Table 3.17.  Results from this, 
it shows that often they observed the sensors while they are on work. This emphasizes that Site Engineers 
and Officers have interest in monitoring the safety condition through OSV.  All this group is agreed that 
they had an improvement of safety consciousness by introducing OSV method.  
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Table 3.15 Opinion of Site Workers about On-Site Visualization 
No 
Parameters of Opinion 
Survey 
Workers Before Training 
(Sample Size 45) 
Workers After 1st 
Training 
(Sample Size 40) 
Workers After 2nd 
Training 
(Samples Size 32) 
1 Do you understand the 
purpose of OSV method? 
 
 
   
2 Have you observed the 
sensor during the work  
 
 
   
3 Do you understand 
which actions are require 
based on Change of 
color ?  
   
4 Do you think the 
numbers of sensors are 
sufficient for this site?  
 
   
5 Do you agree this OSV 
Monitoring method will 
change your attitude and 
safety conscious? 
 
   
6 If yes, How much safety 
consciousness you have 
improved? 
 
   
7 How would you rate use 
of OSV in construction 
safety monitoring? 
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Table 3.16 Opinion of Site Workers about No OSV- Situation 
No Parameters of Opinion Survey 
Central College station 
(Samples 46) 
City Railway Station 
(Samples 22) 
1 How much safety conscious do 
you have? 
 
 
  
2 Do you think current safety 
control measures are enough? 
 
 
  
3 Do you agree this OSV 
Monitoring method will change 
your attitude and safety 
conscious? 
After Explanation 
 
Not Replied Most of the 
Samplers 
 
4 How would you rate use of OSV 
in construction safety monitoring? 
After Explanation 
 
 
Not Replied Most of the 
Samplers 
 
5 Will you recommend OSV 
monitoring method for other 
/Future Metro constructions? 
After Explanation 
 
Not Replied Most of the 
Samplers 
 
 
Results from Table 3.17, reveal that 100% of this group understand the purpose of OSV. Almost all of 
Engineers and officers evaluate the good effectiveness of OSV usage for safety monitoring. The use of 
OSV safety monitoring method was evaluated with respect to avoiding the accident has been quantified. 
From the result it can observed that it is about 78%, which emphasizes that by introducing OSV 
monitoring method, the accidents shall be avoided. Also willingness to recommend OSV monitoring 
method for other /future metro constructions have been quantified, about 94% Engineers/officer are 
agreed to recommend OSV for other metro constructions. 
8 Will you recommend 
OSV monitoring method 
for other /Future Metro 
constructions?  
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Table 3.17  Opinion of Site Engineers/Officers about On-Site Visualization 
No Parameters of Opinion Survey 
Before Training 
(Sample Size 17) 
After Training 
(Sample Size 23) 
1 Do you understand the purpose 
of OSV method? 
100 % 100% 
2 How often did you check sensor 
in a day? 
  
3 Do you think that accident could 
have been avoided if the site 
was monitored by OSV 
 
  
4 How much Safety conscious 
you have improved by 
introducing OSV? 
 
  
5 Evaluation of effectiveness for  
use of OSV 
 
 
  
6 Recommend OSV for 
other/Future Metro 
constructions?  
 
  
Table 3.18  Safety Knowledge of HAL and BSNL Building Residents   
No Parameters of Opinion Survey HAL Building Residents BSNL Building Residents 
1 Have you ever  worried about 
your safety while passing near 
Bangalore Metro Construction 
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2 How much safety consciousness 
do you have? 
 
 
  
 
c) Residents of HAL and BSNL Building  
Randomly 24 employees working in front of HAL building at Cricket stadium station have been 
interviewed.  Similarly 37 employees in front of BSNL office located on the other end of Cricket stadium 
station were interviewed. Safety knowledge and Opinion on OSV method for this group have been 
analyzed and represented in Table 3.18 and Table 3.19 respectively.   
Table 3.19  Opinion of HAL and BSNL Building Residents about On-Site Visualisation 
No Parameters of Opinion Survey HAL Building 
(Sample 24) 
BSNL Building 
(Samples 37) 
1 Have you observed the blue light 
on top of the building?  
 
  
2 Do you get any sense of safety by 
this? 
After Explanation  
 
  
3 If agree, can you explain feel of 
your security as a resident/ 
common man 
  
4 Do you agree this OSV 
monitoring method will change 
your attitude and safety 
conscious?  
 
  
5 How much safety conscious you 
have improved? 
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6 How would you rate use of OSV 
in construction safety 
monitoring?  
 
  
7 Will you recommend OSV 
monitoring method for other 
/Future Metro constructions? 
  
From Table 3.18, it can be observed that most of the people have worried about the safety while passing 
near Bangalore Metro Construction site also these employees have safety level of safety consciousness 
captured through this survey found to be good. 
From Table 3.19, it can be noticed that, 63% of HAL building residents and 89% of BSNL building 
residents are very keen in watching the sensor lights installed on top of the building and the same 
percentage of those building are agreed that they feel that the security is higher by installing laser on top 
their office building which is monitored by OSV method. The feel of safety has been quantified and the 
result showed 67% employs of HAL building and 84% of BSNL employee felt safety by installing OSV 
monitoring on the building. Also most of the employees recommended this monitoring method for 
other/future metro projects. Conclusions 
 
3.4.7  Conclusion of OSV monitoring on Bangalore Metro project 
(1) Disclosure to the public 
One of the most difficult parts in promoting OSV is that an owner of the project does not allow disclosure 
of the information about safety to the public. This has been the mentality seen for most public offices 
around the world and they usually try to hold the information within themselves. It is usually only after an 
analysis is made about the risk related information that part of the information is disclosed to the public. 
This notice could come hours, days, or in some cases, months later. The employment of the OSV sets up a 
situation such that the up-to-date and real-time information about the monitored site is shown and 
disclosed to the public at all times. This happened both at the Cricket Stadium station site and the Central 
College station. This was only possible due to the full support from officers of BMRC, HAL and BSNL 
and their courage and confidence to finish the construction project safely to the end. 
(2) Open information linking to people 
There were many non-predictable things that happened in this project. It was the second time that the 
OSV monitoring method was employed in India. Especially, most instrumentation work including the 
equipment and the engineers were prepared in India to transfer the management to BMRC and the 
technique and equipment to the Contractor. Workers and all concerned saw pressure, strain and inclination 
as the color of lights. The adjacent HAL building and BSNL building were monitored and the lights from 
the roof top were disclosed to the public. Additionally, some of the instruments were shifted to monitor 
the behavior of structures at other construction sites that were at risk, as required by the Contractor. The 
actual monitoring was carried out by the Contractor to protect the safety at the construction site. In 
completing the questionnaires, many young workers were asked what they thought about the system. 
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Light emitting sensors were exposed to various temperatures day after day. Many non-predictable things 
happened during the project and the light emitted from the sensors for showing safety conditions were the 
main cause of all these "first things". Light is visible to everyone. Light travels fast to everyone.  
(3) Cost performance 
The questionnaires showed that the concept of the OSV was accepted well in Bangalore and they are 
interested in conducting similar projects in the future with appropriate budget prepared. Successful and 
fruitful operation of future OSV monitoring projects then relies on not just the quality of the OSV sensors 
but on the quantities, which is largely controlled by their cost.  
The cost required for this exercise cannot be the future reference value since it had to include the initial 
development and shipping costs for example. As the demand for the OSV sensors increases, the cost will 
naturally go down accordingly provided that they are manufactured in Japan. In this project, all the OSV 
sensors had the function of outputting measured information as LED light and International strategy for 
manufacturing OSV sensors remains as an important topic to be worked out in the near future.  
(4) Lessons learned and future direction 
The experiences in this SAPI project are precious and rich with regard to practical requirements for 
organizing, planning and executing OSV monitoring in all types of construction projects.  
The training for workers and site engineers is the most important subject for improvement of safety. 
Several training methods were also applied and modified at the construction site. For instance, the second 
evacuation training was carried out with loud siren based on one worker’s request. The visualization is 
more effective for understanding the training. A DVD film including training methods is produced instead 
of a paper manual. 
It is also important to recognize the lessons learned in Bangalore to further improve cost performance so 
that a much wider area can be monitored for its safety with low cost devices. It is now confirmed that 
almost all concerned in the construction project see that these new methods are in their favor. The 
improvement points about the sensors or methodology have already been identified and they will be 
followed up by appropriate processes accordingly.  
In the meantime, metro construction projects of major proportion are lined up in Delhi, Kolkata, Mumbai, 
Chennai and Kochi in India, and Jakarta, Bangkok and Dhaka of other major cities in Asia. For those who 
participated in the January 24th seminar, the basic information about what the OSV could do for their 
projects is already implanted. For those who were unable to be at the seminar, this report and DVD film 
should be a guideline. After the seminar, Chennai and Kalkata Metro have contacted the JICA Project 
team to learn more of this project.  
The new safety strategy tested here in Bangalore left a considerable impact on those concerned with the 
project at all levels; namely, workers, construction managers, contractors and even citizens residing or 
passing through near construction sites. The new monitoring techniques were proven to be effective to 
raise safety awareness and improve the quality of management practices that were compiled as the safety 
control manual of a new generation. The unique outcome of this survey regarding safety at construction 
sites shall be shared and extended by the colleagues in India and elsewhere in the future.  
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4. CHAPTER 4 
 
EFFECTIVENESS ASSESSMENT OF OSV PERFORMANCE 
 
 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
OSV monitoring together with safety management activities has been conducted successfully on the 
overseas projects in Delhi and Bangalore.  However several near misses of accidents and small collapse 
had been observed at site through the experiences of OSV monitoring on these projects.  The followings 
are the explanation and cause of the major incidents observed at site.  
(1) Near miss at AIIMS station on Delhi metro project 
As described at Section 3.2 in Chapter 3, the OSV monitoring method has been applied at the South west 
entrance construction of AIIMS station on Delhi Metro project1).  The installation of retaining walls, 
namely soldier piles and timber lagging, excavation work of about 10m depth, installation of one layer 
struts to support the excavated walls and other related works were carried out in the area.  
 
Photo 4.1 Deeper spot at AIIMS excavation site  
As shown in Photo 4.1, the excavation works almost reached the bottom of the designed depth. OSV 
monitoring was conducted successfully without major problems at site. However there was a further deep 
excavation spot at escalator pit and the deformation of retaining wall observed during this excavation. 
Although there was no OSV monitoring at this portion, site engineer could find this symptom by his eye 
fortunately and took remedial measure immediately.  This incident revealed that covered zone by OSV is 
still not sufficient to prevent site near miss and collapse.    
(2) Near miss at Okhla bridge on Delhi Metro project2) 
Okhla bridge with long span prestressed box girder was chosen as OSV monitoring as described at 
Section 3.3 in Chapter 3. 
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As shown in Photo 4.2, the bridge girders were constructed segment by segment at a time and the 
inclination of girder at longitudinal as well as transverse directions were monitored by OSV devices. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 4.2 Segment by Segment construction at Okhla bridge  
The value of inclination for the both longitudinal and transverse directions is well under the threshold 
values at the most of construction time. However, at the middle of construction period, the inclination for 
longitudinal direction increased dramatically and it became larger than Threshold value.  
The color of rotation lamps was rapidly changed from “Blue” to “Yellow” and from “Yellow” to “Red” at 
Girder top and Girder bottom based on the report from workers to Safety manager. This excessive 
inclination was toward the Indian railway side and the careful operation was required. The construction 
activities were stopped and the counter measure, namely an increase of Kentledge above the temporary 
trestle from 20 to 25 tons was executed. It had an effect to reduce the inclination tendency toward Indian 
railway side and the value was reduced successfully to continue the next girder construction.  
The Contractor conducted the monitoring of temporary steel trestles by strain gauges (Photo 4.3) during 
the construction period. However because of no OSV for this monitoring, namely no visualization to the 
site engineers and workers, nobody at site could recognize extra forces occurred due to excessive 
inclination of girders. If we had had measurement of temporary trestle forces by OSV monitoring which 
directly inform unordinary condition, we could have taken more appropriate actions before color change 
to “red”. 
 
Photo 4.3 Axial force (strain gauge) reading on temporary steel trestles without OSV 
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(3) Small collapse at Cricket stadium station on Bangalore Metro project 
As described at Section 3.4 in Chapter 3, the Cricket stadium station which have the maximum 
excavation depth at 14m and there are high buildings nearby was selected for OSV monitoring because 
there could be a possibility for the wall to displace posing danger to workers and potential damage to 
buildings nearby. The secant pile wall and two layer of strut system are selected for the stability of 14m 
depth excavation. 
As shown in Photo 4.4, in the course of OSV monitoring, some unexpected issues were encountered in 
areas where the OSV monitoring was not initially planned. An unstable portion of the retaining wall on 
the south side of Cricket Stadium station was found where loss of soil was found behind the wall. It was 
decided that one of the tilt sensors with LEC on the roof top of building should be moved to this troubled 
location to watch while remedial measures were taken as shown in Photo 4.5. From these incidents, the 
request of establishment for simpler mechanical OSV devices with much lower cost to cover the 
monitoring area more widely at construction site was raised. 
 
Photo 4.4 Loss of soil behind the wall on Bangalore Metro 
 
Photo 4.5 Tilt sensors with LEC moved from Building monitoring 
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(4) Summary of OSV monitoring on the past projects3) 
On these past projects, all the OSV sensors had the function of outputting measured information as LED 
light except laser pointer. This electricity-based approach is one of the attractive ways for disclosing 
critical information at construction sites. As consequence, the experience of OSV application in above 
three projects reveals the problem of high cost for OSV monitoring (Table 4.1) because of applying the 
electric power, light emitting convertor together with monitoring instruments. Finally the covered 
monitoring area by electric OSV devices becomes limited because of this budgetary problem.  
In addition to that, the above experience of near misses and small collapse at missing zone of OSV reveal 
the requirement of the evaluation method for appropriate OSV arrangement at each construction site. 
Through these assessments of OSV effectiveness at each site, the engineers are able to judge the 
appropriateness of OSV monitoring arrangement.   
Table 4.1 Outcomes and problems of OSV monitoring through project experiences 
Outcomes of OSV monitoring Problems of OSV monitoring  
- Recognition of safety condition by 
engineers and workers and its open 
disclosure of safe condition to the 
public  
- Uplift of safety consciousness by 
workers through OSV monitoring 
- For Cricket stadium, an improvement 
of LED visualization more bright and 
more wide range were confirmed 
compared with Delhi metro cases. 
- For AIIMS station under the first OSV operation world widely, the 
visibility of LEDS and LEC under strong sunshine needs to be 
improved. 
- Besides a LEC box is designed to have an LED panel on one side of a 
3D box at AIIMS. Therefore, it gives only limited visibility. 
- Taking time for installation of OSV and education of OSV activities 
- High cost of OSV because of new and special electric devices from 
Japan 
- No full coverage of necessary area by OSV because of cost problem  
- The requirement of the evaluation method for appropriate OSV 
arrangement at each construction site to prevent the near misses at 
site 
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4.2 RATIONAL ASSESSMENT OF OSV PERFORMANCE4) 
On the experience of the above three projects, the detail of OSV arrangement, namely measurement 
category and item of monitoring, applied OSV device, the location of installation and the number of 
devices were determined based on engineering judgment due to the site condition and the monitoring 
budget of the project without in-depth assessment of monitoring requirement.  
Especially the type of OSV devices at the time of past three projects was all electrical devices to show the 
structure and ground movement by LED lights utilizing state-of-the-art technology. Therefore it was 
always necessary to set up the electrical battery together with backup system not only for OSV devices 
but also for data logging and producing output graph and so on.  
In this Section, in order to improve the safety monitoring system effectively at site and evaluate the cost 
effectiveness of the monitoring arrangement, the rational assessment method for OSV performance and 
OSV cost is proposed in a quantitative manner. In detail, the capability and appropriateness of the 
following key items of OSV monitoring system are evaluated on this rational assessment method; 
a) Is the site area which has the potential of any near miss or accident fully covered by the required 
number of monitoring devices? 
b) Is the appropriate OSV function installed on device or not? 
c) Are threshold values based on the design value and actual site movement properly defined or not? 
d) Are visibilities such as brightness in day time and the possible range of visual sight sufficient or not? 
e) What is the impact of monitoring cost (devices and related equipment) compared with structure 
construction cost? 
f) Has appropriate action plans (report to safety manager, evacuate urgently, etc) established or not?     
Out of the above items, quantitative assessment is preceded on a) Unit division, b) Functionality, d) 
Visibility and e) monitoring cost. For a) Unit division, it is important to grasp the all possibility of 
incidents occurrence and define the monitoring item and the number of location for the proper assessment 
as shown in Figure 4.1. For b) Functionality, OSV device’s suitability to adopt, quality and accuracy are 
examined quantitatively. For d) Visibility, OSV color’s brightness, ease of recognition and range of 
visualization are examined quantitatively.  
On the other hand, for c) Threshold value and f) Action plan, it is assumed to have proper arrangement of 
threshold values and each action plan by site management and there is no evaluation on this assessment. 
The Table 4.2 shows Indices for defining performance of OSV monitoring.  Provided that all the indices 
are defined for all monitoring units, the sum of the product ∑{(F) x (V)} with maximum score at 1.0 is 
calculated which may be plotted against the cost index for visual presentation of the overall performance 
of the OSV monitoring as shown in Figure 4.2. 
In addition to that, critical point of incidents shall be grasped from past incident record as well as actual 
design analysis results. For example the local maximum displacements usually occur at the top of the 
retaining wall or in the vicinity of excavation bottom. Therefore the number of OSV and the quality 
(accuracy) of OSV shall be adjusted based on the critical behaviour of the ground and structures. 
On the above evaluation method, the author iterate the setting of Unit division, namely to grasp the all 
possibility of incident occurrence and define the monitoring item and the number of location for the 
proper assessment become the most important and crucial issue.  To define the possible incident 
occurrence, the usage of Construction Incidents Research and Record5) by Japan Society of Civil 
Engineers in March 2003 is suggested. The Construction Incidents Research and Record include five 
hundreds five (505) number of construction incident records from years 1975 to years 2001 for the 
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following construction categories together with the information of incident condition, cause and counter 
measures. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1 Concept of OSV monitoring unit on typical construction site 
Table 4.2 Indices for defining performance of OSV monitoring 
Index and score Definition 
Functionality Index (F) OSV device’s suitability (whether it meets the purpose of 
monitoring), quality (whether it has no error or no down time) 
and accuracy (whether it has no wrong or ambiguous output) 
Score: 0 to 0.33 No installation or Very poor condition 
Score: 0.33 to 0.67 Middle to good condition 
Score: 0.67 to 1.0 Good to Very good condition 
Visibility Index (V) Definition: OSV color’s brightness (whether it can be seen 
under sunlight), ease of recognition (whether it has 5 colors to 
recognize safety level or it shows clear safety level on screen 
board in case of laser pointer) and range of visualization 
(whether the light or display faces limited range or not) 
0 to 0.33 No visualization or very poor visualization 
0.33 to 0.67 Middle to good visualization 
0.67 to 1.0 Good to Very good visualization 
Cost Index (C) Definition: OSV device cost (equipment, cable, software) 
divided by Structure construction cost shown by percentage. 
 
Figure 4.2 Performance of OSV monitoring versus cost index 
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- Retaining wall of underground excavation 
- Temporary steel staging 
- Concrete related works 
- Machines accident 
- Soil improvement  
- Pile foundation 
- Land sliding, ground settlement, embankment 
- Gravity wall, stone masonry 
- Bridge structures 
The author worked out for the selection of possible incidents occurrence on retaining wall at AIIMS 
station (Delhi metro) and Cricket stadium station (Bangalore metro) based on the procedures shown in 
Figure 4.3. The cases of AIIMS station and Cricket stadium station coincide to” Incident A” in Figure 
4.3 and Unit division of OSV performance analysis is considered accordingly. 
 
Figure 4.3 Research of incidents occurrence on category “Retaining wall” 
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4.3 OSV PERFORMANCE ON AIIMS STATION CONSTRUCTION 
Based on rational method of OSV Performance assessment, OSV arrangement at AIIMS station are 
determined in Figure 4.4 and Table 4.3 and a total 37 devices covered the area of potential incidents, 
namely strut buckling, soldier pile deformation, boundary wall collapse and Nurse hostel inclination.  The 
assessment results are shown in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5. OSV cost consists of monitoring instrument, 
OSV devices, battery, cables and site fixing material without engineering and labor fee. The Structure 
construction cost indicates direct construction cost of AIIMS entrance structure including permanent and 
temporary works. Regarding the OSV performance at AIIMS station, the number of covered OSV unit 
reached 18 out of required unit 37 (50% coverage) and it is a higher value compared to Cricket stadium 
station project. However the visualization, namely brightness and visual zoning had some problems 
because this was the first OSV application in India.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.4  OSV arrangement and monitoring unit at AIIMS station 
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Table 4.3 OSV monitoring units based on possible incidents occurrence at AIIMS station 
Possible incident Monitoring item and OSV  Content Unit No 
Retaining wall 
deformation 
Deformation of wall is 
measured by Light 
Emitting Deformation 
sensor (LEDS) 
North side wall in Figure 4.3 consist of permanent 
station wall with no movement. South side 
retaining wall consisting of timber lagging has a 
possibility of deformation and every wall between 
strut locations shall be monitored. 
10 
Strut collapse 
Strut force is measured by 
Strain sensor with Light 
Emitting Converter (LEC ) 
1 layer of strut is installed every 5m in plan. So 
every strut has possibility of  
9 
Deflection of pile 
Pile inclination is 
measured by Inclination 
sensor with LEC 
Piles are located to support south side wall in 
Figure 4.2 and at least 1 pile between strut 
locations shall be monitored. 
10 
Settlement of 
ground behind 
retaining wall 
Inclination of boundary 
wall and nurse hostel by 
Laser pointer or Inclination 
sensor with LEC 
Boundary walls are separated 3 portions based on 
the distance from retaining wall. Monitoring 
portion of Building wall is separated into 5. Each 
portion shall have inclination monitoring.  
8 
Total required monitoring unit number 37 
 
Table 4.4 OSV Performance analyses on AIIMS station 
 
Unit
ID
Name of
monitoring unit
OSV device
OSV
Function
(F)
OSV
Visualization
(V)
Score
(= FxV)
1 Strut unit-1 (No OSV)
2 Strut unit-2 (No OSV)
3 Strut unit-3 Strain sensor + LEC 1.0 0.33 0.33
4 Strut unit-4 (No OSV)
5 Strut unit-5 Strain sensor + LEC 1.0 0.33 0.33
6 Strut unit-6 (No OSV)
7 Strut unit-7 Strain sensor + LEC 1.0 0.33 0.33
8 Strut unit-8 (No OSV)
9 Strut unit-9 (No OSV)
10 Pile unit-1 (No OSV)
11 Pile unit-2 (No OSV)
12 Pile unit-3 (No OSV)
13 Pile unit-4 (No OSV)
14 Pile unit-5 (No OSV)
15 Pile unit-6
Inclination sensor
+ LEC
1.0 0.67 0.67
16 Pile unit-7 (No OSV)
17 Pile unit-8
Inclination sensor
+ LEC
1.0 0.67 0.67
18 Pile unit-9 (No OSV)
19 Pile unit-10
Inclination sensor
+ LEC
1.0 0.67 0.67
20 Wall unit-1 (No OSV)
21 Wall unit-2 (No OSV)
22 Wall unit-3 (No OSV)
23 Wall unit-4
Light emitting
deformation sensor
1.0 0.67 0.67
24 Wall unit-5 ditto 1.0 0.67 0.67
25 Wall unit-6 ditto 1.0 0.67 0.67
26 Wall unit-7 ditto 1.0 0.67 0.67
27 Wall unit-8 ditto 1.0 0.67 0.67
28 Wall unit-9 (No OSV)
29 Wall unit-10 (No OSV)
30 B wall unit-1 ditto
31 B wall unit-2
Inclination sensor
+ LEC
1.0 0.67 0.67
32 B wall unit-3 ditto 1.0 0.67 0.67
33 Building unit-1 ditto 1.0 0.67 0.67
34 Building unit-2 Laser pointer 1.0 0.67 0.67
35 Building unit-3
Inclination sensor
+ LEC
1.0 0.67 0.67
36 Building unit-4 Laser pointer 1.0 0.67 0.67
37 Building unit-5
Inclination sensor
+ LEC
1.0 0.67 0.67
Total Score＝ 11.1Total unit: 37
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Table 4.5  OSV Performance assessment result on AIIMS station 
Possible near miss, 
collapse 
monitoring 
unit 
OSV device (F) (V) Remark 
Strut buckling Strut unit-1 
to 10 
Strain sensor with 
LEC 
1.0 0.33 
 
F: OSV suitability, quality, accuracy are 
OK: 1.0, V: Easy recognition is OK, 
Brightness and one side display to be 
improved: 1/3=0.33. 
Soldier pile 
deformation  
Pile unit-1 
to 10 
Inclination sensor 
with LEC 
1.0 0.67 F: OSV suitability, quality, accuracy are 
OK: 1.0, V: Easy recognition and display 
is OK, Brightness to be improved: 
2/3=0.66 
Retaining wall 
deformation 
Wall unit-1 
to 10 
Light Emitting 
Deformation 
Sensor 
1.0 0.67 
Score is the same as soldier pile 
deformation 
Boundary wall 
collapse 
B wall 
unit-1 to 3 
Inclination sensor 
with LEC 
1.0 0.67 Score is the same as soldier pile 
deformation 
Nurse hostel 
inclination 
Building 
unit-1 to 5 
Inclination sensor 
with LEC and 
Laser pointer 
1.0 0.67 
 
F: OSV suitability, quality, accuracy are 
OK: 1.0, V: Easy recognition and display 
is OK, Brightness to be improved: 
2/3=0.66 
Total Unit number  n= 37 ∑(F) x (V) 
= 11.1 
OSV Performance score =11.1/37= 
0.30 
OSV device cost = US$ 49,900, Structure construction cost = US$ 5 million, OSV cost index= 1.0% 
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4.4 OSV PERFORMANCE ON OKHLA BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION 
Based on the concept of OSV Performance assessment, OSV arrangement and assessment results at 
Okhla bridge are shown in Figure 4.5 and Table 4.6. The target of OSV monitoring at Okhla bridge is to 
monitor excessive inclination of girder, pier and foundation on transverse (X) and longitudinal (Y) 
direction with total number at 24.  
Regarding OSV performance at Okhla bridge, monitoring items were limited for girder and pier 
inclinations (X and Y directions) and the important OSV monitoring (actually it had monitoring without 
OSV by strain sensor reading once a day), namely temporary trestle forces at 4 location with each 2 
columns are missed as shown in Table 4.7. Because of that, the performance score become relatively low 
at 0.23 out of full score 1.0. 
 
Table 4.6 OSV Performance analysis on Okhla bridge 
 
Unit
ID
Name of
monitoring unit
OSV device
OSV
Function
(F)
OSV
Visualization
(V)
Score
(= FxV)
1 Girder unit-1
Inclination sensor +
3 color lamp
1.0 0.67 0.67
2 Girder unit-2 ditto 1.0 0.67 0.67
3 Girder unit-3 ditto 1.0 0.67 0.67
4 Girder unit-4 ditto 1.0 0.67 0.67
5 Girder unit-5 Laser pointer 0.67 0.33 0.22
6 Girder unit-6 ditto 0.67 0.33 0.22
7 Girder unit-7 ditto 1.0 0.33 0.33
8 Girder unit-8 ditto 1.0 0.33 0.33
9 Pier unit-1
Inclination sensor +
3 color lamp
1.0 0.67 0.67
10 Pier unit-2 ditto 1.0 0.67 0.67
11 Pier unit-3 Laser pointer 0.67 0.33 0.22
12 Pier unit-4 ditto 1.0 0.33 0.33
13 Found unit-1 (No OSV)
14 Found unit-2 (No OSV)
15 Found unit-3 (No OSV)
16 Found unit-4 (No OSV)
17 Trestle unit-1 (No OSV)
18 Trestle unit-2 (No OSV)
19 Trestle unit-3 (No OSV)
20 Trestle unit-4 (No OSV)
21 Trestle unit-5 (No OSV)
22 Trestle unit-6 (No OSV)
23 Trestle unit-7 (No OSV)
24 Trestle unit-8 (No OSV)
Total Score＝ 5.7Total unit: 24
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Figure 4.5 OSV arrangement and monitoring unit at Okhla bridge 
 
Table 4.7 OSV Performance assessment result on Okhla bridge 
Possible near 
miss, collapse 
monitoring 
unit 
OSV devices (F) (V) Remark 
Bridge girder 
inclination: 
P220 
Girder 
unit-1 to 4 
Inclination sensor 
(X, Y) with lamp  1.0 0.67 
F: OSV suitability, quality, accuracy are OK: 1.0, V: Easy 
recognition and brightness are OK, 3 color display (not 5 
color): 2/3 =0.67 
Bridge girder 
inclination: 
P221 
Girder 
unit-5 to 6 
Laser pointer (X-
dir.) 
0.67 0.33 
F: OSV quality and accuracy are OK, dstance of screen 
board from laser is too short: 0.67, V: safety level on the 
board; OK, brightness and range of display are problem: 
1/3=0.33 
Bridge girder 
inclination: 
P221 
Girder 
unit-7 to 8 
Laser pointer 
(Y-dir.) 1.0 0.33 
F: OSV suitability, quality, accuracy are OK: 1.0, V: 
safety level on the board; OK, brightness and range of 
display are problem: 1/3=0.33 
Bridge pier 
inclination: 
P220 
Pier unit-1 
to 2 
Inclination sensor 
(X, Y) with lamp 1.0 0.67 Score is the same as bridge girder inclination:P220 
Bridge pier 
inclination: 
P221 
Pier unit-3 Laser pointer (X-
dir.) 0.67 0.33 
Score is the same as bridge girder inclination:P221 (X-
dir.) 
Bridge pier 
inclination: 
P221 
Pier unit-4 Laser pointer 
(Y-dir.) 1.0 0.33 
Score is the same as bridge girder inclination:P221 (Y-
dir.) 
Foundation 
inclination 
Found 
unit-1 to 4 
(No OSV 
devices) 
0 0 It was required, but not monitored 
Temporary 
trestle collapse 
Trestle 
unit-1 to 8 
(No OSV 
devices) 
0 0 It was required, but not monitored 
Total Unit number n= 24 ∑(F) x (V) 
= 5.7 
OSV Performance score= 5.7/24= 0.23 
OSV device cost= US$ 32,000, Structure construction cost = US$ 10 million, OSV cost index= 0.32% 
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4.5 OSV PERFORMANCE OF CRICKET STADIUM STATION CONSTRUCTION 
Based on the concept of OSV Performance assessment, OSV arrangement and assessment results at 
Cricket stadium station are shown in Figure 4.6, Table 4.8, Table 4.9 and Table 4.10. 
Regarding OSV performance, the monitoring area at Cricket stadium was huge (length 180m x width 
30m) compared with AIIMS station project and the OSV coverage was very limited. Therefore, the 
number of monitored units reached only 13 out of a total of 102 (only 13% of required units monitored). 
On the other hand, OSV Visualization index (V), namely brightness, ease of recognition and range of 
visualization got full scores because they were improvement entirely after the experience at AIIMS 
station on Delhi Metro project. 
 
Figure 4.6  OSV arrangement and monitoring unit at Cricket stadium station 
 
Legend 
* Anchor load cell with LEC 
* Strain sensor with LEC: 
* Inclination sensor with LEC: 
* Ground inclination sensor with LEC 
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Table 4.8 OSV monitoring units based on possible incidents occurrence 
Possible incident 
Monitoring item and OSV 
device 
Content 
Unit 
number 
Retaining wall 
deformation 
Deformation of wall is 
measured by Light 
Emitting Deformation 
sensor (LEDS) 
Retaining wall mainly consisting of timber 
lagging has a possibility of deformation and 
every wall between strut or anchor locations 
shall be monitored. 
 
30 
Strut collapse 
Strut force is measured by 
Strain sensor with Light 
Emitting Converter (LEC ) 
2 layers of struts are installed every 5m in 
plan. Every strut has a possibility of collapse 
and shall be monitored. 
30 
Problem of anchor 
Anchor force is measured 
by Load cell with LEC 
Anchors are installed as replacement of struts 
at West side of station in Figure 4.7. 2 layers 
of anchors are monitored at every 5m inplan. 
 
8 
Deflection of pile 
Pile inclination is 
measured by Inclination 
sensor with LEC 
Bored pile at north side and soldier pile at 
south side are installed. At least 1 pile 
between strut locations shall be monitored. 
 
30 
Settlement of ground 
behind retaining wall 
Inclination of HAL 
building by Inclination 
sensor with LEC 
HAL Building is separated into 4. Each 
portion shall have inclination monitoring.  
 
4 
Total required monitoring unit number 102 
 
 
Table 4.9 OSV Performance assessment result on Cricket stadium station 
Possible near miss, 
collapse 
monitoring 
unit 
OSV device (F) (V) Remark 
Strut buckling Strut unit-1 
to 30 
Strain sensor 
with LEC 
1.0 1.0 
 
F: OSV suitability, quality, accuracy are 
OK: 1.0, V: Easy recognition, brightness 
and display zone are sufficient: 1.0. 
Anchor collapse Anchor unit-
1 to 8  
Anchor head 
load cell with 
LEC 
1.0 1.0 
 Score is the same as strut buckling. 
Soldier pile 
deformation  
Pile unit-1 to 
30 
Inclination 
sensor with LEC 
1.0 1.0 
 
Score is the same as strut buckling. 
Retaining wall 
deformation 
Wall unit-1 
to 30 
Wall inclination 
sensor with LEC 
1.0 1.0 
 
Score is the same as strut buckling. 
Building inclination Building 
unit-1 to 4 
Inclination 
sensor with LEC 
1.0 1.0 
 
Score is the same as strut buckling. 
Total unit number  n= 102 ∑(F) x (V) 
= 13 
OSV Performance score= 13/102= 0.13 
OSV device cost= US$ 76,500, Structure construction cost = US$ 30 million, OSV cost index= 0.26% 
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Table 4.10 OSV Performance analysis on Cricket stadium station 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Unit
ID
Name of
monitoring unit
OSV device
OSV
Function
(F)
OSV
Visualization
(V)
Score
(= FxV)
1 Strut unit-1 (No OSV)
2 Strut unit-2 Strain sensor + LEC 1.0 1.0 1.0
3 Strut unit-3 (No OSV)
4 Strut unit-4 Strain sensor + LEC 1.0 1.0 1.0
5 Strut unit-5 Strain sensor + LEC 1.0 1.0 1.0
6 Strut unit-6 (No OSV)
7 Strut unit-7 (No OSV)
・・ ・・・・・ ・・・・・ ・・・ ・・・ ・・・
29 Strut unit-29 (No OSV)
30 Strut unit-30 (No OSV)
31 Anchor unit-1 Load cell + LEC 1.0 1.0 1.0
32 Anchor unit-2 Load cell + LEC 1.0 1.0 1.0
33 Anchor unit-3 (No OSV)
34 Anchor unit-4 (No OSV)
・・ ・・・・・ ・・・・・ ・・・ ・・・ ・・・
41 Pile unit-3 (No OSV)
42 Pile unit-4 (No OSV)
43 Pile unit-5
Inclination sensor +
LEC
1.0 1.0 1.0
44 Pile unit-6 (No OSV)
45 Pile unit-7 (No OSV)
46 Pile unit-8 (No OSV)
47 Pile unit-9
Inclination sensor +
LEC
1.0 1.0 1.0
48 Pile unit-10 (No OSV)
49 Pile unit-11 (No OSV)
・・ ・・・・・ ・・・・・ ・・・ ・・・ ・・・
75 Wall unit-7 (No OSV)
76 Wall unit-8 (No OSV)
77 Wall unit-9
Ground inclinometer
sensor + LEC
1.0 1.0 1.0
78 Wall unit-10 (No OSV)
79 Wall unit-11 (No OSV)
・・ ・・・・・ ・・・・・ ・・・ ・・・ ・・・
91 Wall unit-23 (No OSV)
92 Wall unit-24 (No OSV)
93 Wall unit-25
Ground inclinometer
sensor + LEC
1.0 1.0 1.0
94 Wall unit-26 (No OSV)
95 Wall unit-27 (No OSV)
96 Wall unit-28 (No OSV)
97 Wall unit-29 (No OSV)
98 Wall unit-30 (No OSV)
99 Building unit-1
Inclination sensor +
LEC
1.0 1.0 1.0
100 Building unit-2 ditto 1.0 1.0 1.0
101 Building unit-3 ditto 1.0 1.0 1.0
102 Building unit-4 ditto 1.0 1.0 1.0
Total Score＝ 13.0Total unit: 102
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4.6 SUMMARY OF OSV PERFORMANCE ON THREE PROJECTS 
Figure 4.7 summarizes OSV performances versus OSV cost index for three projects. The cost for OSV 
devices shows 0.26% to 1.0% against the construction cost. The author could observe several Japanese 
infrastructure projects reach about 1.0% of safety monitoring cost versus construction cost. However, for 
overseas construction project especially in developing countries, these values are relatively high value 
because the emphasis on safety and monitoring are less compared with other issues, namely cost, quality 
and construction duration.  
On the other hand, the overall OSV performances achieved at present at 0.13 to 0.30 is far less than an 
acceptable level of OSV performance scores, say 0.7 to 0.9 and the major cause of these results come 
from less coverage of OSV devices (shortage of OSV installation number) and the quality of OSV 
performance (the problems of functionality and visibility).  
Therefore it is still necessary for some fundamental improvement for the successful OSV application to 
prevent any site near misses and potential collapse.  
 
 
Figure 4.7 OSV Performance versus OSV cost index for three projects 
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5. CHAPTER 5 
 
APPLICATION OF LOW COST OSV AND ITS TRIAL 
INSTALLATION 
 
 
5.1 CONCEPTION OF LOW COST OSV 
5.1.1 Introduction 
The experience gained from the OSV applications on overseas projects reveals the following problems of 
OSV monitoring at site. 
- Taking time for installation of OSV devices and education of OSV activities 
- High cost of OSV devices because of new and special electric devices from Japan 
- No full coverage of necessary area by OSV devices because of cost problem  
Now the directions and required measures are discussed for the proliferation of OSV monitoring at 
construction site in Table 5.1. 
 
Table 5.1 The measures for OSV proliferation at construction site 
Hard component Soft component 
- Development of low cost OSV devices for monitoring 
deformation, inclination, force and pressure, etc 
- No electricity and mechanical devices for the 
application at no power site 
- Ideas to recognize the monitoring results by no 
electric indications 
- Idea and tool for the prevention of device broken and 
stolen 
- Establishment of the procedure and action plan for 
OSV activities 
- Education and training for workers and citizen 
participation on OSV activities   
 
Based on the above direction for OSV proliferation and in order to prevent near misses and potential 
collapses at construction sites, the following low cost OSV devices have been developed for actual site 
applications. 
5.1.2 Mechanical low cost OSV1) 
(1) Mechanical displacement sensor 
A new mechanical displacement sensor (M/d sensor) is proposed for relative displacement measurement 
without using any electricity. This displacement sensor is a device which can measure the relative 
displacement between two arbitrary points and show the result by the rotation of the indicator like a 
needle simultaneously
1)
. As shown in Figure 5.1, the sensor consists of two components. The first 
component is the stiff and flexible thread which can mobilize a pulley, with diameter of 21mm to rotate 
when a relative displacement between two points connected by the thread occurs. The pulley is to 
translate the linear displacement to rotations and its diameter determines the sensitivity of the 
measurement. The second component is the indicator part, here represented as the needle, which is 
attached on the side of the pulley for visualization of the measured displacement on the plastic board with 
scales printed on it. 
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The way the tension of the thread rotating around the pulley is provided is very important factor and the 
suitable weight to transfer displacement to pully rotation as well as elongation and deterioration of thread 
shall be examined by laboratory and the field test. The durability of the thread, over a period of time need 
to be tested, also its longevity under extreme weather conditions (ie sun, rain and wind). The durability of 
the needle and board made from plastic, if maintained should have a long life cycle.  
 
Figure 5.1 Layout of the Mechanical displacement sensor 
The how the tension of the thread rotating around the pulley is provided is very important factor and the 
suitable weight to transfer displacement to pully rotation as well as elongation and deterioration of thread 
shall be examined by laboratory and the field test. The salient feature of materials and installation works 
are summarized below; 
a) Cost 
The material price, namely pully, needle, board, thread and weight will be about US$ 10 to 20.  The total 
cost of M/d sensor including setting fee will be about US$100 for 1 set. The cost is relatively low 
compared with normal instrument cost and it is easily replaced if damaged or stolen. 
 
b) Material procurement 
All materials can be obtained in overseas local market except pully which is made in Japan, 
 
c) Installation easiness 
No special technics are required. 
 
d) Flexibility for clear visualization 
Color and size of needle and board can be arranged based on the requirement. The needle and board can 
be set at both side to see from everywhere. 
 
e) Durability and prevention from steal 
The durability of thread under the rain and wind shall be monitored. The durability of needle and board 
made by plastic can be maintained long time. The value of materials is very low and there is no worry of 
materials steal.  
 
 
 
 
 
Point 1 
Point 2 
Pulley 
Weight 
Needle 
  
(a) Rotation of pulley 
(b) Photo of pulley 
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(2) Vertical bars 
A very simple OSV system device to monitor the ground movement is introduced. The multiple vertical 
bars made of wood or steel bars are installed in to the ground. The initial setting of these bars shall be 
exactly aligned in a straight line connected with a guide thread and exactly vertical (therefore, all the bars 
are pointing to the Earth centre point) as shown in Figure 5.2. In cases of any ground movement, it can be 
seen with the naked eye if any one number of bar has moved out of their installed straight line and the 
distance and inclination of the movement can be measured by δx and δy which can be measured manually.  
 
(a) Before ground movement                                      (b) After ground movement 
Figure 5.2 Monitoring method for Vertical bars 
At first, the ground movement “Yes” or “No” can be recognized by just eye sight. In case of any ground 
movement, one or more number of bars shall be out of straight line and the distance and inclination of the 
ground can be calculated by δx and δy which are measured manually. The salient feature of materials and 
installation works are summarized below; 
a) Cost 
The material price, namely steel bar, thread, weight will be about US$20 to 30. The total cost of the OSV 
system including materials and installation fee will be around US$100 at one location and therefore it is 
easily replaced if damaged or stolen.   
 
b) Material procurement 
All materials can be obtained in overseas local market. 
 
c) Installation easiness 
No special technics are required. 
 
d) Flexibility for clear visualization 
Accuracy of bars installation is crucial. No flexibility of visualization unless combining other visual tool 
such as mirror 
 
e) Durability and prevention from steal 
The durability of thread under the rain and wind shall be monitored. The steel bars can be stolen easily if 
there is no security guard.    
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5.2 TRIAL INSTALLATION OF LOW COST OSV ON ROAD PROJECT IN VIETNAM2) 
5.2.1 Introduction 
There was an opportunity to conduct simple and low cost mechanical OSV test on road project in 
Vietnam. The target of this trial is to 1) compare high end OSV and low cost mechanical OSV in terms of 
its performance, 2) confirm the effectiveness of the low cost mechanical OSV,  3) confirm whether the 
low cost OSV can be applied as the engineering device for detecting movement and deformation of 
ground / structures of an actual project. 
The long span bridge and its approach road including cut slope and slope protection were constructed in 
Vietnam during 2003 to 2008 under funding by Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA). The 
geological data of this region are composed of Early Triassic sedimentary formations, which mainly 
consist of alternation of sandstone, conglomerates and siltstone. The formation is overlain by Quaternary 
formations, which consists of alluvium and diluvium formations. The geological structure is monocline in 
which the formation strikes N-S ~ N 75°E and dips west 35°~ Northeast 45°. Weathering of the formation 
is present until deeper depth and cut slope area of this zone has high potential of occurrence collapse due 
to rainfall. An outline of the geological condition in the region are classified in Table 5.2 below, and 
slope protection methods are considered based on the site investigation.  
Table 5.2 Condition of strata on slope3) 
Strata P wave Velocity 
(km/s) 
Condition of strata Thickness of strata (m) 
First 0.6 Cohesive Soil 5~10 
Second 1.9 High weathered rock 10~15 
Third 3.0~3.3 Weathered rock ~rock More than depth 15-25 
from slope surface 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 5.1  Cutting slope at initial construction stage 
Based on the preliminary excavation and the excavated ground surface condition (see Photo 5.1) at initial 
construction stage, it was recognized that the actual ground condition was worth than original design 
assumption. Therefore original design of cutting slope consisting of seed spraying and slope net 
protection was modified and the revised design with new protections methods, namely combination of 
concrete frame with vegetation and stone masonry retaining wall method with gentle slope inclinations 
(see Photo 5.2) were proposed for the reinforcement of the cut slope and weathering protection of the 
slope. 
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(a)  Concrete frame for slope inclination 1:1.0 
 
 
(b) Stone masonry for slope inclination at 1:0.7 
Photo 5.2 Slope protection arrangement on road project 
The construction was finished and the facilities were handed over to the government at the end of 2008. 
However, the certain part of slope protection has not been completed because of the budgetary problem of 
the government. As a result the ground movement on slopes had occurred continuously at Slope-A and 
Slope-B during the rainy season as shown in Photo 5.3 and 5.4. 
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(a)  Sliding condition of Slope-A 
 
(b)  Section of sliding slope 
Photo 5.3 Site condition on Slope-A 
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(a) Sliding condition of Slope-B 
 
 
(b) Section of sliding slope 
 
Photo 5.4 Site condition on Slope-B 
5.2.2 Trial installation of low cost OSV on road slope 
Because there is a possibility of severe incidents/ accidents to vehicles and citizens if further slope 
collapse occurs, allowing soil and stones to fall onto the national highway, an urgent start of the slope 
protection measures for the project is anticipated. For monitoring during the slope protection works, the 
low cost OSV monitoring, M/d sensors and vertical bars are proposed as shown in Figure 5.3 to Figure 
5.6, in order to show the evidence of ground movement with the data to the Government and to disclose 
the OSV monitoring results to the Government for the project to examine how low cost OSV data and 
results can contribute to further engineering site judgments. 
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Figure 5.3  Monitoring image: Mechanical displacement sensor 
 
Figure 5.4 Monitoring image: Vertical bars 
 
Figure 5.5 Layout of Mechanical low cost OSV at Slope-A 
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Figure 5.6 Layout of Mechanical low cost OSV at Slope-B 
 
The installation work of the low cost OSV devices on the slope have been conducted in mid February 
2014 as shown in Figure 5.7, Figure 5.8 and Photo 5.5. 
M/d sensors were installed along the slope direction covering the sliding zone. Vertical bars were 
installed at right angles to slope direction. Out of four to five bars, outside two bars are located outside of 
the slope sliding zone and the inner side bars are installed inside of the sliding zone. 
 
Figure 5.7 The condition of slope collapse and OSV application at Slope-A 
Road side 
Line 1 
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Figure 5.8 The condition of slope collapse and OSV application at Slope-B 
 
   
(a) Setting of Mechanical displacement sensor. 
   
(b) Setting of Vertical bars by wood 
Photo 5.5 Installation condition of Mechanical OSV 
5.2.3 Site monitoring and monitoring results  
The monitoring works started immediately after the installation of the mechanical OSV devices. Figure 
5.9 and Figure 5.10 show the reading of M/d sensors at the Slopes. The Kevlar aramid fiber (Poly-
paraphenylene terephthalamide) which has high strength and high modulus was selected as the 
monitoring thread. 
Because it is the first time to apply this material under extreme weather condition (ie. wind, rain and sun 
for long period), the durability of the thread was checked by site elongation tests at Slope-A (see Figure 
5.11) in comparison with invar cable material which has smallest possible thermal expansion coefficient 
(less than 3.7×10
-6
 /degree). As shown in M/d-1 reading in Figure 5.9, about 7mm elongation on Kevlar 
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thread at 10m length was observed during the first 3 months and this phenomena coincided with the 
laboratory test of Kevlar elongation by Akutagwa
4)
. 
Based on three months monitoring and taking into account the elongation of the Kevlar thread, the certain 
ground movement, of about 5 to 25mm at the Slope-A was observed and further movement is anticipated 
when the heavy rainy season starts. On the other hand, there was no certain movement was observed after 
reduction of elongation effect at Slope-B. 
 
Figure 5.9 Monitoring results of M/d sensor for first 3 months at Slope-A 
 
 
Figure 5.10  Monitoring results of M/d sensor for first 3 months at Slope-B 
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Figure 5.11  The elongation and deterioration of Kevlar thread 
Figure 5.12 shows the reading taken of the Vertical bars (Vb-1 to Vb-4) for the first three months at 
Slope-A. There are plus and minus reading up to 10 mm range. Because all the readings are by line of 
sight, this data is still within the tolerances and no radical movement was observed. For the measurement 
of Vb-5 toVb-13, the certain numbers of steel bars were stolen and the monitoring could not continue at 
Slope-B.  
 
(a) Vertical bars Vb-1 to Vb-4 on Line-1 (Slope-A). 
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(b) Vertical bars Vb-10 to Vb-13 on Line-3 (Slope-B) 
Figure 5.12 The monitoring results of Vertical bars for 1st 3 months 
Figure 5.12 shows the reading of Vertical bars for the first 3 months and the observations were as 
follows: 
- Vb-1 to Vb-4 on Line-1 (Slope-A): There are plus and minus reading up to 10 mm range. Because 
the all reading is by eye sight, these data is still within a tolerance and no radical movement was 
observed.  
- Vb-5 to Vb-9 on Line-2 (Slope-B): All steel bars were stolen on the first monitoring date and the 
monitoring work was suspended. 
- Vb-10 to Vb-13 on Line-3 (Slope-B): There was no movement observed up to 29th March. However 
wooden bars were broken by somebody on 1
st
 April. 
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5.3 LESSONS LEARNED FROM TRIAL INSTALLATION OF LOW COST OSV 
It is the first time to monitor the actual slopes movement by low cost OSV devices so widely in an 
overseas project and we have observed the following lessons learned from the above planning, installation 
and monitoring of the Mechanical OSV. 
-  Mechanical OSV devices can be set up at site without electricity and without any special techniques. 
-  It is confirmed that the M/d sensors can measure ground movement and the data can be utilized for 
engineering judgment for the appropriate actions. 
- It is confirmed that Vertical bars can measure the inclination and movement of the ground within 
certain tolerances. 
- The access to the site and access to each monitoring point on the slope is not so easily accessed by the 
engineers, therefore further improvement of OSV displays will be considered.  
- The range of display by needle was up to 15 mm for M/d sensor at this time, however this was too 
small a range to monitor large scale movement of the ground. 
- The incident of vertical bars being stolen and/or broken occurred at times. It is therefore not 
recommended to apply high cost OSV materials at such open / isolated large project areas and it is 
also important to arrange security systems at site to prevent such incidents. 
- So far to date there is no record of any deterioration of materials and devises. Observed and 
monitoring continuously is still required for the long term effects of deterioration of the devices. 
- Consequently, it is concluded that OSV monitoring by low cost mechanical devices are sufficiently 
successful to judge the site safety requirements and to provide data to assist in determining the safety 
actions required at site. 
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6. CHAPTER 6 
 
COMPARATIVE SIMULATION OF OSV PERFORMANCE 
 
 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
The trial application of low cost OSV on road project in Vietnam
1)
 provided the required data for 
engineers/ workers to grasp the conditions of ground movement effectively and to enable engineering 
judgment for the necessary action. It means that low cost OSV can be effective monitoring tools to apply 
at construction site for preventing the near misses and collapses. Through the study, the problem of OSV 
monitoring are recognized as the budgetary and spending time issues and therefore it has a difficulty to 
cover the full of required monitoring area by OSV devices. Because the effectiveness of low cost OSV 
application at actual construction site was confirmed in Chapter 5, the OSV proliferation utilizing of low 
cost OSV to minimize site near misses and disaster are desired.        
In Chapter 4, effectiveness assessment for OSV performance was established and quantitative evaluation 
of OSV performance versus OSV cost was examined through past overseas projects. In order to grasp the 
impact of low cost OSV in terms of site performance and cost, comparative simulation assessment are 
conducted utilizing the data from AIIMS station project and Slope-A of road project in Vietnam as shown 
in Table 6.1. 
Table 6.1 Case of simulation for OSV performance 
Project Past application at site Comparative simulation 
AIIMS station in 
Delhi metro 
High cost electric OSV
2)
 
(LEDS, Strain sensor with LEC, Inclination 
sensor with LEC, Laser pointer) 
The result on Chapter 4, 4.2 
Assumed application of low cost 
OSV 
The result on Chapter 6, 6.3 
Slope-A on road 
project in Vietnam  
(refer to Chapter 4) 
Low cost mechanical OSV 
(Mechanical displacement sensor, Vertical bars) 
The result on Chapter 6, 6.2.1 
Assumed application of electric 
OSV  
The result on Chapter 6, 6.2.2 
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6.2 SIMULATION OF OSV PERFORMANCE ON SLOPE-A OF ROAD PROJECT IN 
VIETNAM 
6.2.1 OSV performance on Slope-A of the road project 
Based on the assessment method of OSV performance described in Chapter 4, the OSV Performance 
assessment is conducted for Slope-A of the road project in Vietnam. The required monitoring to be 
covered in the area is defined as the deformation of slope by M/d sensor or Vertical bars. The Slope unit 
is set from Unit 1 to Unit 10 at 10m interval as shown in Figure 6.1.  
 
Figure 6.1 OSV arrangement and monitoring unit on Slope-A of the road project 
Table 6.1 shows the assessment result of OSV performance. The score at 53% is medium to good result 
under very small cost Index at 0.1%. Because it was a trial installation of Low cost OSV according to the 
request from local government under the limited budget, the coverage unit is only 60% of total unit 
number 10 (see Figure 6.1 and Table 6.2). In case of actual monitoring, it is easy to cover full unit area 
by low cost OSV and get a higher score for OSV performance.  
Table 6.2 OSV Performance analysis on Slope-A on road project in Vietnam  
 
Unit
ID
Name of monitoring
unit
OSV device
OSV
Function
(F)
OSV
Visualization
(V)
Score
(= FxV)
1 Slope movement-1 M/d sensor 1 1 1
2 Slope movement-2 M/d sensor 1 1 1
3 Slope movement-3 (No OSV)
4 Slope movement-4 (No OSV)
5 Slope movement-5 (No OSV)
6 Slope movement-6 M/d sensor 1 1 1
7 Slope movement-7 M/d sensor 1 1 1
8 Slope movement-8 Vertocal bar 1 0.67 0.67
9 Slope movement-9 (No OSV)
10 Slope movement-10 Vertocal bar 1 0.67 0.67
Total Score＝ 5.34Total unit: 10
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Table 6.3 OSV devices and monitoring unit on Slope-A of the road project 
 
 
6.2.2 Simulation of Electric OSV application on Slope-A of road project 
Based on the result of Section 6.2.1, the comparative simulation assessment of electric OSV application 
on Slope-A is examined assuming to apply electric OSV devices instead of low cost OSV devices for the 
comparison of each case performance as shown in Figure 6.2, Table 6.4 and Table 6.5.  
 
Figure 6.2 Image of LEDS (Light emitting Deformation Sensor) application on Slope-A 
Table 6.4 OSV Performance analysis on Slope-A of the road project 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Possible 
near miss, 
collapses 
Name of 
monitoring 
unit 
OSV 
device 
(F) (V) Remark 
Slope 
movement 
Slope unit-1 
to 10 
M/d sensor 1.0 1.0 
 
F: OSV suitability, quality, accuracy are OK: 
1.0, V: Easy recognition and display zone are 
sufficient: 1.0. 
Vertical 
bar 
0.67 1.0 
 
F: OSV suitability, quality: OK, Accuracy has 
some problem: 0.67, V: Easy recognition and 
display zone are sufficient: 1.0. 
Total unit number  n= 10 ∑(F) x (V) 
= 5.3 
OSV Performance score= 5.3/10=53% 
OSV device cost= US$ 900, Structure construction cost = US$ 0.85 million, OSV cost index= 0.1% 
LEDS 
  
fghi 
Unit
ID
Name of monitoring
unit
OSV
device
OSV
Function
(F)
OSV
Visualization
(V)
Score
(= FxV)
1 Slope movement-1 LEDS 1 1 1
2 Slope movement-2 LEDS 1 1 1
3 Slope movement-3 (No OSV)
4 Slope movement-4 (No OSV)
5 Slope movement-5 (No OSV)
6 Slope movement-6 LEDS 1 1 1
7 Slope movement-7 LEDS 1 1 1
8 Slope movement-8 LEDS 1 1 1
9 Slope movement-9 (No OSV)
10 Slope movement-10 LEDS 1 1 1
Total Score＝ 6.0Total unit: 10
Note: Number of 
OSV covering units 
(6 locations) is 
unified between 
Low cost OSVcase 
and Electric OSV 
case for the 
comparison of 
performance. 
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Table 6.5 Simulation of OSV performance in case of electric OSV application on Slope-A 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Possible 
near miss, 
collapses 
Name of 
monitoring 
unit 
OSV device (F) (V) Remark 
Slope 
movement 
Slope unit-1 
to 10 
Light Emitting 
Deformation 
sensor (LEDS) 
1.0 1.0 
 
F: OSV suitability, quality, accuracy are 
OK: 1.0, V: Easy recognition and display 
zone are sufficient: 1.0. 
Total unit number  n= 10 ∑(F) x (V) 
= 6.0 
OSV Performance score= 
6.0/10=60% 
OSV device cost= US$ 9000, Structure construction cost = US$ 0.85 million, OSV cost index= 1.1% 
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Note: Pully diameter d=21mm, Needle length l=130mm 
Figure 6.4 Function of M/d sensor for retaining wall deformation 
 
Note: Strut length L1=10m, Measurement steel length L2=8m, Rod diameter d=21mm, Needle length l=130mm 
 
Figure 6.5 Function of Strut force and deformation sensor 
 
Based on the compression 
force onto strut, relative 
displacement occurred 
between strut and steel beam. 
Rod turning and needle 
shows the value of 
displacement and force of 
strut.  
Fixed end 
Steel beam 
Strut 
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Figure 6.6 Arrangement of Low cost OSV on AIIMS station 
Table 6.6 Simulation of OSV performance on AIIMS station 
 
ID Check item
Low cost
OSV
OSV
Function
(F)
OSV
Visualization
(V)
Score
(= FxV)
1 Strut force-1
Mechnical
deformation
sensor
1 1 1
2 Strut force-2 ditto 1 1 1
3 Strut force-3 ditto 1 1 1
4 Strut force-4 ditto 1 1 1
5 Strut force-5 ditto 1 1 1
6 Strut force-6 ditto 1 1 1
7 Strut force-7 ditto 1 1 1
8 Strut force-8 ditto 1 1 1
9 Strut force-9 ditto 1 1 1
10 Strut force-10 ditto 1 1 1
11 Inclination of soldier pile-1 Vertical bars 0.66 1 0.66
12 Inclination of soldier pile-2 Vertical bars 0.66 1 0.66
13 Inclination of soldier pile-3 Vertical bars 0.66 1 0.66
14 Inclination of soldier pile-4 Vertical bars 0.66 1 0.66
15 Inclination of soldier pile-5 Vertical bars 0.66 1 0.66
16 Inclination of soldier pile-6 Vertical bars 0.66 1 0.66
17 Inclination of soldier pile-7 Vertical bars 0.66 1 0.66
18 Inclination of soldier pile-8 Vertical bars 0.66 1 0.66
19 Inclination of soldier pile-9 Vertical bars 0.66 1 0.66
20 Inclination of soldier pile-10 Vertical bars 0.66 1 0.66
21 Deformation of wall-1
Mechnical
deformation
sensor
1 1 1
22 Deformation of wall-2 ditto 1 1 1
23 Deformation of wall-3 ditto 1 1 1
24 Deformation of wall-4 ditto 1 1 1
25 Deformation of wall-5 ditto 1 1 1
26 Deformation of wall-6 ditto 1 1 1
27 Deformation of wall-7 ditto 1 1 1
28 Deformation of wall-8 ditto 1 1 1
29 Deformation of wall-9 ditto 1 1 1
30 Deformation of wall-10 ditto 1 1 1
31 Inclination of boundary wall-1 Vertical bars 0.66 1 0.66
32 Inclination of boundary wall-2 Vertical bars 0.66 1 0.66
33 Inclination of boundary wall-3 Vertical bars 0.66 1 0.66
34 Inclination of Nurse hostel-1 Vertical bars 0.66 1 0.66
35 Inclination of Nurse hostel-2 Vertical bars 0.66 1 0.66
36 Inclination of Nurse hostel-3 Vertical bars 0.66 1 0.66
37 Inclination of Nurse hostel-1 Vertical bars 0.66 1 0.66
38 Inclination of Nurse hostel-2 Vertical bars 0.66 1 0.66
Total Score＝ 31.88
OSV satisfaction ratio＝　（Total score)/（Total Unit numbers)= 31.9/38 = 83.9%
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Table 6.7 Simulation: OSV performance in case of low cost OSV application at AIIMS station 
 
6.3.2 Measurement Accuracy of Low cost OSV 
One of the important things is the measurement accuracy of Low cost OSV in order to indicate the 
structures and ground movement accurately. 
Table 6.8 Measurement Accuracy of Low cost OSV on AIIMS Station monitoring 
Table 6.8 shows the measurement accuracy of Low cost OSV devices compared with Design (allowable) 
value of monitoring item based on the analysis in AIIMS station. Although the measurement accuracies 
of Low cost OSV are rougher than those of Electric OSV referring to Figure 2.2 in Chapter 2, they have 
enough accuracy to grasp the site movement and deformation based on design (allowable) values.   
  
Possible 
near miss, 
collapses 
OSV devices Safety 
monitoring 
unit 
(F) (V) Remark 
Strut 
buckling 
Strut 
deformation 
sensor 
Strut unit-1 
to 10 
1.0 1.0 
 
F: OSV function, quality, accuracy are 
OK: 1.0, V: Visualization is sufficient: 
1.0 
Soldier pile 
inclination 
Plumb 
measurement 
Pile unit-1 
to 10 
0.67 1.0 F: OSV function, quality are OK, 
accuracy to be improved:0.67, V: 
Visualization is sufficient: 1.0 
Retaining 
wall 
deformation 
Mechanical 
displacement 
(M/d) sensor 
Wall unit-1 
to 10 
1.0 1.0 F: OSV function, quality, accuracy are 
OK: 1.0, V: Visualization is sufficient: 
1.0 
Boundary 
wall 
collapse 
Plumb 
measurement 
B wall unit-
1 to 3 
0.67 1.0 
Score is the same as soldier pile 
deformation. 
Nurse hostel 
inclination 
Plumb 
measurement 
Building 
unit-1 to 5 
0.67 1.0 Score is the same as soldier pile 
deformation. 
Total Unit number  n= 38 ∑(F) x (V)  = 
31.9 
OSV Performance score =31.9/38= 
0.84 
OSV device cost= US$ 7,200, Construction cost of AIIMS = US$ 500 million, OSV cost ratio= 0.14% 
Measurement item OSV devices Measurement 
accuracy 
Design (Allowable) value of 
monitoring item based on 
analysis 
Strut buckling Strut deformation sensor 60 kN 1535 kN 
Soldier pile inclination Plumb measurement 0.05degree 0.26 degree 
Retaining wall 
deformation 
Mechanical displacement 
(M/d) sensor 
0.2 mm 15 mm 
Boundary wall collapse Plumb measurement 0.05 degree 0.12 degree 
Nurse hostel inclination Plumb measurement 0.05 degree 0.12 degree 
Note: Measurement accuracy of each Low cost OSV is based on the reading of needle and plumbing shown in Figure 
6.3 to Figure 6.6. Accurate measuring of needle and plumbing by eyesight is assumed at 2mm from experience 
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6.4 SUMMARY AND LESSON LEARNT 
The summary of simulation assessment on AIIMS station and Slope-A on road project in Vietnam is 
shown in Figure 6.7. The simulation of the application of low cost OSV at AIIMS station show dramatic 
increase of OSV performance and dramatic decrease of monitoring cost. This is the most ideal situation of 
site safety management at construction site in order to maximize the monitoring effect under the limited 
budget.    
The simulation of the application of electric OSV on Slope-A of road project shows the increase of cost 
index dramatically (from 0.2% to 1.1%) under the similar OSV Performance values (from 0.53 to 0.60). 
Low cost OSV application on road project is the trial case and we can judge if the number of low cost 
OSV devices increase, sufficient coverage at high score can be achieved under minimum increase of 
monitoring cost because of low cost OSV application. As a result, the author can conclude the application 
of low cost OSV with full coverage of required area and monitoring categories are the most ideal 
arrangement for site safety management 
 
Figure 6.7 Comparative OSV Performance analyses 
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7. CHAPTER  7 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
 
7.1 CONCLUSION 
The objective of this dissertation is to review the experience of OSV projects, develop the assessment 
method of effectiveness of OSV performance and finally approach ideal safety monitoring system 
utilizing various type of OSVs at construction site. The final target of the study is for the proliferation of 
OSV monitoring in order to minimize the site accidents, namely near misses and collapses.    
The review of the past OSV projects, assessment of OSV performance and development of low cost OSV 
are examined and the following conclusions are obtained;  
 
- OSV monitoring applying electric high cost devices was conducted on overseas projects, namely 
AIIMS station (Delhi Metro project), Okhla bridge (Delhi Metro project) and Cricket stadium station 
(Bangalore Metro project). There were no large collapses through the construction stages, but several 
near misses and small collapses were observed. 
 
- Although the effectiveness of OSV monitoring as a safety tool was confirmed, the problems of 
existing OSV, namely high cost of electrical OSV devises and its shortage of number of installation 
points (less coverage of OSV devices at site due to high cost) were revealed. OSV Performance 
assessment together with OSV cost analysis has been conducted based on the past overseas projects 
and the necessity of improvement of OSV monitoring, namely 1) development of a low cost OSV 
devices and 2) installation of greater number of OSV devices widely across the sites to grasp any 
near misses were confirmed.   
 
- The development of simple mechanical OSV namely “Mechanical displacement sensor” and 
“Vertical bars with plumb measurement” was introduced and there was an opportunity to apply low 
cost OSV on actual project site in Vietnam. This is the first time to conduct such monitoring scheme 
at actual project site and the durability of the OSV devices under local climate conditions was 
monitored for three months. Through this trial monitoring, 1) The function and effectiveness of the 
low cost OSV similar to high end OSV, 2) its sufficiency to conduct engineering judgment based on 
OSV results were confirmed. 
 
- Simulation of low cost OSV application on AIIMS station was examined and its result shows 
dramatic improvement of OSV Performance and cost reduction was achieved. Another simulation of 
the application of electric OSV at road project in Vietnam shows the increase of cost index 
dramatically under the similar OSV Performance values of low cost OSV case. 
 
- The assessment of OSV performance together with cost analysis enables us to quantify the level of 
safety arrangement versus installation cost. Although it is necessary to assume the precondition and 
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to investigate the parameters for accurate evaluation of OSV performance, it indicates that the 
method is quite an effective tool for the establishment of site safety plans and monitoring plans at 
actual construction sites.   
The ratio of construction accidents and the fatality of workers are still high compared with other 
industries especially for overseas construction projects. One of the reasons for these accidents / fatalities 
is due to a budgetary problem, with insufficient funds being available for arrangement of the instruments 
and monitoring devices necessary to carry out the construction safely. Although the several improvements 
are required, the approach of appropriate OSV application utilizing the introduced evaluation assessment 
of OSV performance described in Chapter 4 can be one of the best tools for site safety monitoring 
planning (see Figure 7.1). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.1 Target and approach of ideal OSV application scheme at construction site 
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7.2 ONGOING AND FUTURE TASKS 
The ideal target for safety monitoring in order to minimize the accidents at construction site is always 
under the interrelation works between defining required monitoring items and finding the best 
performance of provided OSV devices within the limited budget. To achieve this final target, further 
researches and development for the various OSV devices are ongoing by OSV committee as described in 
Figure 7.2. We may call it as “New generation OSV” or “Phase 2 OSV” compared with initial 
development of OSV in 2006 to 2009 based on only electric based devices. Going through such various 
type of OSV devices in Figure 7.2, it is recognized that many fundamental tool such as mirror, color filter, 
optical fiber and discoloration material can be the materials of OSV devices without using any electric 
power. 
One of the idea for the utilization of New generation OSV is to install it on structures and ground after 
construction as maintenance observation. Long term displacement, inclination and deformation on slope 
or building can be measured by low cost OSV without electricity during maintenance period effectively.  
 
Figure 7.2 New generations (various types) of OSV devices 
Figure 7.3 shows the logic and the relation of original event (incident at construction site, movement, 
inclination, falling, etc of structures and ground) and induced event (visualization categories and 
methods). Base on this matrix table, it is easily understandable the logic how the incident at site can be 
visualized through several stages of events by OSV devices. For the proliferation of OSV monitoring, 
such logical approach will be required for systemizing and proliferation of OSV planning and installation.  
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(a)Visualization flow of Original event 
 
(b) Possible human vision based on selected “Induced event” 
Figure 7.3 Logic and relation of Original event and Induced event 
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The OSV approach for safety management should be part of daily routines at construction sites. For this 
to happen, the simplicity and affordable cost of the OSV devices and related systems have to be 
maintained. Whereas high performance aspects, such as wireless data transmission or automatic data 
logging, are favoured by the managing side, the simplicity and reliability are the key concepts that need to 
be kept for those who actually operate the systems on site within limited budgets. OSV sensors of a new 
generation, namely those with much simpler mechanisms and structures, should be developed with proper 
OSV performance assessment so that a much greater number of sensors can be used per site without 
causing too much trouble for installation and for funding. It will only be then that the OSV monitoring 
method can become a truly accepted safety management routine at construction sites around the world. 
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